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News & Notes from Northern Westchester
By MARK JEFFERS

March Madness has hit
me hard; all of my college hoop picks are out,
which leaves me plenty
of time to write this
week’s “pick free” edition of “News and
Notes.”
The Fox Lane High School in
Bedford would like to thank the area
for the fabulous donations and a great
turnout from the community for their
Wellness Day tag sale; they raised
$3,600 in one weekend.
Congratulations and a job well
done go out to the Katonah-Bedford
Hills Volunteer Ambulance Corps as
they celebrate their 50th anniversary of
service to our area.
If you are looking to add a few
eggs to your basket it is not too late…
the First Congregational Church in
Chappaqua at 210 Orchard Ridge
Road invites everyone ages 1 -10 for
an Easter Egg Hunt on Sunday, March
31st, at 11:30 a.m. Everyone is welcome
to come for the Easter service as well
which begins at 10:00 a.m.
Have you signed up for the Bedford Hills Neighborhood Association’s
annual Run for the Hills 5K yet? My
wife is threatening to make me join in
the fun, so it might be worth it for all
of you loyal readers to sign up too and
join me at the back of the pack. The
race takes place on Saturday morning
April 13th at 8:00am. Registration and
the starting line are at Depot Plaza
by the old Train Station. The race is
described as a grueling, steep and not

always paved 5K road race through
the historic hamlet of Bedford Hills.
Maybe, I can run by my house and take
a quick nap…
A musical program for children
led by Robert the Guitar Guy is set for
the North Castle Public Library in Armonk on March 29th.
I am sure I will mention this again,
but in my house we have to start to tidy
now in preparation for The Bedford
Chowder and March annual CleanUp Weekend, which will take place
Friday, May 3rd and Saturday, May 4th
from 8:30 a.m to 3:00 p.m. The Bedford Village C&M Club is a community based group that raises funds
to help provide support for many local
youth programs and projects focusing
on the arts and music; club and school
sports; community outreach and scholarships… just a hard working, generous
bunch of neighbors and friends.
As we all know, Peter Cottontail
will soon be hopping down that old
bunny trail, and my guess is that he will
certainly stop by the Stone Barns Center for Food and Agriculture in Pocantico Hills for their Easter Egg hunt on
March 31st.
Registration has opened for the
plethora of spring and summer program offerings from the Town of
Bedford which are too numerous to
list. Look out for the Recreation Department’s newspaper filled with every
piece of information one could need
about what the town has to offer… and
it is a lot. But as they say, nothing kills a
recreation program faster the residents

who wait until the last minute to register. So do not wait, investigate your
options today and sign up early.
As Spring is just inching its way
closer, our friends at Hilltop Hanover
Farm and the Environmental Center
are kicking into full gear. It is time for
the new volunteer orientation which
will take place Saturday April 6th at
10:00am. The hard work of the volunteers plays a crucial role in making Hilltop Hanover so successful. Volunteers
of all ages should head over to 1271
Hanover Street in Yorktown Heights,
to enjoy a tour of the farm, and learn
how you can help make this their best
year yet, call 914-962-2328 for more
information.
As we get closer to Earth Day,
which also happens to be my lovely
wife’s birthday…join local architect and
author Michael Molinelli at the Chappaqua Library on Thursday evening
April 4th at 7:00pm as he discusses
“Repurposing Buildings…How Sustainable Design and Historical Preservation Meet.”
Best of luck to all of the Spring
Athletes who have been practicing
in the damp and frigid weather and
dodging snow flakes as they start their
competitions this week.
With all the crazy weather we
keep experiencing here in northern
Westchester, it looks like Frosty the
Snowman may plow right into the
Easter Bunny…see you next week.
Mark Jeffers resides in Bedford Hills,
New York, with his wife Sarah, and three
daughters, Kate, Amanda, and Claire.
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Pitch In for Parks
By EMILY WESTON

“Come out and join us! The Junior
League of Central Westchester (JLCW)
will participate in “Pitch in for Parks” to
clean up the Bronx River on Sunday,
April 14th from 10am to 2pm. Let’s help
the Bronx River Parkway Reservation
Conservancy improve the County’s first

park and the location of the nation’s first
public parkway. Efforts will focus mainly
on vine-cutting and trash removal. Trash
bags, disposable gloves, and tools for
vine-cutting will be provided. Please wear
suitable clothing and bring water bottles,
especially for children. All volunteers are
asked to meet at the pathway just north of
the Harney Road entrance. Nearby parking is available on Garth Road.”
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Westchester On the Level with Narog and Aris
Westchester On the Level is heard from Monday to Friday, from 10 a.m. to 12
Noon on the Internet: http://www.BlogTalkRadio.com/WestchesterontheLevel.
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CREATIVE DISRUPTION

A Writer’s Search For Perfect Mobility - Part 2
By JOHN F. McMULLEN
(From Part 1: Well, that
sounds as though it
should be the end of it,
huh? Everything works
together now! Not
quite! The technology does not stand
still -- nor do the users. As laptops
became much more powerful, they replaced the clunkier desktops for many
and it became more of an annoyance to
unplug them from printers and other
devices to take them out to be portables. Additionally, our use of handheld
devices increased exponentially and
bright people began adding keyboards
to Palms and Smartphones and eventually brought us “Tablets” (“iPad”
and “Android” tablets), while the use
of the “Cloud” brought us Google’s
“Chromebook” -- and all brought us
more compatibility issues!)
As soon as I began carrying a Palm
handheld VII (with e-mail capabilities)
around with me, I began to look for
some way to stop carrying a laptop with
me while being able to write if I had a
place and opportunity to do so. Nothing seemed to fill the bill until Targus
introduced a folding keyboard for the
Palm. I could then write wherever I was
and I actually wrote two chapters for
my novel, “Offering It Up” (the main
part of “The Inwood Book”), while sitting at a picnic table on a spring day
outside of Guinan’s Pub overlooking
the Hudson River in Garrison, NY.
This was actually not my first writing adventure on a handheld device.
About five years earlier, I had used
the “Double A” battery powered “Poquet PC” with a full 80 column screen
and two “PCMCIA” slots, one for the
program and one for data. I used “XYWrite”, a fairly powerful MS-DOS
word processor which wrote standard

“ASCII Text Files,” readable on any
Windows machine with a PCMCIA
slot – text that I wrote would read directly into “MS-Word.” The machine
was light, small, elegant and whetted
my desire to always have such a device
with me. Unfortunately, the Poquet was
obsoleted when desktops and laptops
abandoned the PCMCIA interface in
favor of the current “USB” one.
While the Palm solution was usable for a while, it was clunky and required machinations to move the data
from the handheld to a full computer.
My next choice was a Compaq handheld that had a beautiful display, an optional keyboard, the ability to connect
to the Internet, and a version of MSWord called “Pocket Word.” That held
my attention for a while but soon fell
victim to an expanded “johnmac’s axiom-- “Quality new innovation brings
initially-satisfied users to the next level
of dissatisfaction” as the Windowsbased handheld was twice as heavy as
the Palm had been and much clunkier.
I continued my odyssey as cellphones turned into “Smartphones,”
combining e-mail, calendars, note
pads, and other functions with telephony and worked my way through
T-Mobile “Sidekicks,” Blackberries,
and T-Mobile “MyTouches” until I
finally settled on the iPhone. In the
meantime, as desktops turned into laptops, so traditional laptops soon turned
into “Netbooks” (really lighter, smaller,
and less expensive laptops) and I had
an early Acer which turned out to be
underpowered when I tried to update
it to a newer version of Windows and
a Samsung “N120” which worked (and
still does) very well.
Netbooks were very successful for
a time, causing a dramatic decrease in
the sales of laptops, but a new technology, “tablets,” soon pushed them to the
rear of the innovation table. In reality,
all the netbook brought me was ease
of use – I did not have to unplug my
heavier MacBook Pro, pack it up and
carry it with me (I still had to keep the
netbook plugged in to keep it charged
but I had an extra plug with a mouse in
its travelling bag so I could just unplug
it in the house, put it in the bag and be
on my way). There was no longer any
compatibility issue between the Macintosh and Windows formats and the
file transfer via USB of Word, Excel,
and PowerPoint files was completely
hassle free (the files could also be emailed back and forth to myself).
Yet, there was no new functionality that came with the netbook,

simply some greater ease of use. The
opportunity to add great new exciting
functionality to my computing world
came with the introduction of Apple’s
“iPad.” With this wondrous device, one
had the ability of utilizing thousands of
“apps,” previously available only on the
iPhone (weather, maps, GPS, games,
memo pads, shopping aids, etc., etc. –
with more announced every day). Additionally, one could use Apple’s “Pages”
as a full word processor and e-mail the
files as fully compatible MS-Word files
(one could also read in MS-Word files
directly – an alternate way to move files
back and forth was to utilize the “cloudbased” free “DropBox” program which
stored the files in the Cloud netherworld of the Internet, accessible to any
computer or device of the user).
While one could conceivably function well using the iPad’s virtual keyboard (I use it for e-mail and Facebook
postings around the house), the use of
the iPad as a word processor is greatly
enhanced by the use of an external
keyboard (I use Apple’s own Wireless
Keyboard in a wonderful and inexpensive case that doubles as a stand for the
iPad). My only fault with the iPad is the
absence of a USB connection.
I also occasionally use my Kindle
Fire HD with a keyboard to write on –
but I use it mainly as an e-book reader
(with e-mail and web capabilities); it is
however handy to have the capability
to write always with you. The Fire HD
is a nice product – the same size and
capability (other than having as many
apps – but enough for what I do) as the
iPad Mini at a few hundred dollars less
– and it has a USB port.
So now I have the iPad, the complete package -- a lightweight multifunctional tablet with now hundreds of
thousands of apps (the majority free or
inexpensive) with full word processing
capability and ease of file transfer for
final editing on my MacBook! So, then,
why in the world would I buy a Google
“Chromebook”?
The obvious answer is that I’m a
technologist and always interested in
something new, and the Chromebook
is the first computer to totally utilize
the Cloud. All data and programs are
kept in the cloud and accessed there
– this makes the basic Chromebook
cheaper (the Samsung model lists at
$249 and the Acer one at $199) and
much, much lighter than any laptop.
Google has long been the premier
advocate of cloud-based computing,
first with its “Google Docs” package
of Office compatible functions and

with its more current “Google Drive”
suite. While I have recommended the
Google cloud solutions to students as
a free alternative to the expensive Microsoft Office (and I know that some
firms and universities have settled on
them as their official products), I have
never found them to be as fully functional as their Office counterparts and
have experienced interface annoyances.
To make the Chromebook fully
compatible with the rest of my technology universe (and with anyone’s using the MS-Office suite), it is necessary
to download some “Google Apps” (the
ones that I use are the aforementioned
“DropBox” and Microsoft’s “SkyDrive”
– Microsoft’s Cloud solution). The
Chromebook, like my iPads, is only
usable when a Wi-Fi connection is
available, but I usually find that to not
be a problem when I use it at home,
in my local Barnes and Noble, hotel
rooms, and in my classroom at school
(I found one glitch that would not have
occurred if I had purchased the cheaper
Acer instead of my Samsung; there is
one building at my college where the
wireless connection varies from poor
to non-existent – and no one seems
concerned about fixing it – the Acer
comes with a built-in Ethernet port
which I could use to connect to the
network but the Samsung has no such
capability). The Chromebook has received very good market acceptance,
in part I’m sure, because of its low price
as well as its functionality (A Wired
article of February 21st (http://www.
wired.com/gadgetlab/2013/02/
chromebook-pixel/) states that “since
Google and Samsung launched their
$250 Chromebook 125 days ago, that
specific computer has been the best
selling laptop on Amazon every single
day.”The same Wired article is a review
of Google’s new much higher-end
Chromebook, also from Samsung, the
“Pixel,” a high-powered laptop based
on the “Intel Core i5 CPU with integrated graphics” with extremely highresolution graphics. In addition, as part
of the purchase, Google will provide
1TB of free Google Drive storage
space for three years. The new computer is not cheap, at $1,300 for the
Wi-Fi-only version and $1,450 for a
unit with Verizon LTE connection. I
see this announcement as further indication of Google and Samsung’s commitment to Cloud-based computing).
So what is my advice to the
writer concerning these wondrous
devices? What should be purchased?
The answer is really easy – Both ..
or . the iPad .. or .. the Chromebook .. or Neither; it all depends on
the needs of the individual writer:

Neither – if the writer does most
of her/his writing at a home or office
and/or has no problem with taking a
laptop or netbook if it is necessary to
go to another location (a SmartPhone
may provide all of the “app” interaction
that the owner needs or wants).
Chromebook – if the writer
spends the majority of her/his remote
time writing, e-mailing, and/or browsing and is comfortable, as 99% of today’s writers are, with the “clamshell”
format. The price is certainly right for
either of the original Chromebooks
and the units provide a very good entry
to “the Cloud.”
iPad – the thousands of writing
and non-writing “apps” still make the
iPad the “coolest” device around – there
are new uses and applications for the
iPad every day. It functions well as a
word processor (once the keyboard and
case are set up for it to be used). It is
a few hundred dollars more than the
Chromebook.
Both – There are times or occasions
that one of the units will be preferable
to the other. Because of the availability
of DropBox on all devices (as well as
your home desktop or laptop) and the
compatibility of the generic Word file
format, there is no difficulty in moving from one device to the other; the
only negative here is the initial cost
of the two products (hint – you will
find it easier to add the less expensive
Chromebook to an already purchased
iPad; when you do the reverse, you’ll
know that you’re paying a few hundred
dollars solely for apps and coolness).
It should also be remembered that,
no matter what course you take, in two
or three years, you’ll be probably looking at newer choices with newer technologies. Therefore, you should think
of reaping the perceived benefits from
whatever choice you make within three
years and try to relate this value to the
initial cost (also remember that, should
you decide to “wait” on the decision,
you will get no value during the wait
time – some people constantly put off
purchases because “there may be something new coming.” Flash! There is always something new coming! Making
a concerted choice not to buy is one
thing; seeing benefit but putting off the
purchase “to see” is always counterproductive).
Good luck and keep writing!
Creative Disruption is a continuing series
examining the impact of constantly accelerating technology on the world around
us. These changers normally happen under
our personal radar until we find that the
world as we knew it is no more.

Comments, experiences and questions can
be directed to johnmac13@gmail.com.
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Expats Radio
By SHERIF AWAD
Our world is getting more digitized everyday as digital technology
becomes a substitute for television,
the written press, even in the field
of radio. One of the promising online radio platforms that targets expats worldwide
is Overseas Radio Network ( www.overseasradio.
com ). The operation was created by American
investors who now live in Costa Rica. Overseas
Radio Network (ORN) is a logical destination for
everyone interested in life abroad – from the expert
traveler or investor, to students of life and liberty, to
would-be expat just waiting to take that next step,
Ashley Rogers.
and for those who have already embarked on their
providing information and resources to expats,
new life overseas. Among the hosts of the varioffshore investors, financial planners, travelers, reous shows heard on ORN are Ashley Rogers and
turning Ecuadorians and visiting retirees. They are
Michel Blanchard who co-host Ecuador at Your
currently living in the city of Cuenca from which
Service, a weekly, one-hour show. The live program
their radio show emanates. Their show is named
covers a wide variety of expat matters in Ecuador
after their second company.
through call-in questions posed to international
With its English-speaking programs, “Overguests and regional figures. It also offers an “on the
seas Radio Network was created for everyone, from
ground” account of living and working in Ecuador,
travelers to investors, and also retirees who might
most especially in Cuenca, three-times named the
be interested to take a chance in leaving their own
“Number One Worldwide City to Retire in!”
countries and live abroad or overseas”, said AshUS born Ashley Rogers is a three-time awardley Rogers. “The programs in the network help
winning documentary filmmaker whose most reeverybody to know about countries like Ecuador
cent film was shot in African, in the Sahara, among
or Brazil or Panama and how daily life might be
the Tuareg Tribespeople. She has also worked as a
there even before moving to it.” Michel also adds:
freelancer with network and cable television as a
“Ecuador also offers a chance for medical tourism.
writer/producer/director for lifestyle shows on
I had my own experience when I needed to redo
ABC, CBS, NBC, FOX, and HBO.
my entire set of teeth and mouth redone at a price
Michel Blanchard graduated from McGill
ten times less than in the States”.
University,
leaving
his hometown of
Montreal, Quebec,
Canada to work as an
executive for Strategic
Objectives, a Public
Relations firm based
in Toronto. He was
then recruited by Elite
Models and spent
ten years modeling
for such luminaries
as Giorgio Armani,
Hugo Boss, and
Calvin Klein. Subsequently, he studied
design at the Parsons
School of Design in
NYC, where he won
the award for Best
Ashley & Michel, Co-hosts of “Ecuador At Your Service” on the Overseas Radio
Garment. After graduNetwork.
ating, Michel worked at
Oleg Cassini as a senior designer, and then moved
During their weekly show, the duet interview
to Palm Springs to work in fashion in the capacity
experts on their show. Meanwhile the radio chanof editor for Palm Springs Life magazine. Michel
nel also offers country-specific shows and topicand Ashley met in Ecuador three years ago only
specific shows. It is now streaming in 39 countries.
to become partners in two companies, an inte“The prospects of online radio are a wonderful
rior design business called “Ecuador Interiors” and
vehicle to reacha broad-based international audi“Ecuador At Your Service” ( www.ecuadoratyence given the fact that it is live or on-demand; you
ourservice.com ), a marketing and public relations
can at anytime browse into the archive of shows
consultancy and concierge company dedicated to
Continued on page 6

Discovering a lung nodule
can be a lifesaver.
If you are at risk for lung cancer, a lung nodule
screening could save your life. Most lung nodules
are benign. But even when a nodule is a malignant
lung cancer, it can be cured – especially if detected
early. The Westchester Lung Nodule Center’s team
RIERDUGFHUWLÀHGWKRUDFLFVXUJHRQVSXOPRQRORJLVWV
and other specialists have decades of experience
in diagnosing and treating lung nodules and lung
FDQFHU3DWLHQWVEHQHÀWIURPH[WUDRUGLQDU\H[SHUWLVH
combined with the latest technology and procedures.
So if you are at risk, consider having a screening —
it could save your life.
914 366-2333 www.lungnodulecenter.org
the weStcheSter lung nodule center
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Expats Radio
Continued from page 5

you might have missed, whatever your
time zone. In the case of our channel,
the new content is archived for a year”,
explains Ashley. “It is the way of the
future and an expanding industry that
is evolving parallel with the technology of cellphones and tablets that need
new audio and visual content”, noted
Michel.
Ashley and Michel’s show has
been on the air for more than a year–
and-a-half. Ashley and Michel do their
utmost to present a variety of guests in
diverse practices of arts, design, fashion
and real estate. “To name a few, we
had the head of immigration speak
about regulations related to visas and
residency. We also received “Sweet” Sue
Terry, the renowned jazz saxophonist
who has a property here in Cuenca and
who was also kind enough to play for
us on the show. One of our guests was
Dr. Edgar Rodas Andrad, the former
Minister of Health in Ecuador, who in

Ashley & Michel in Casa Juan Jaramillo, proudly showing one of their Ecuador
Interior design efforts.
1990 established a surgical mobile unit pect from living abroad, specifically in
that travels to hard-to-reach places in Ecuador.
the jungle interiors to perform urgent
Michel also shared his perspective
operations through the founding of the as to how he sees Ecuador in 2013. “AfCinterandes Foundation” recalled Ash- ter living here for three year, I wouldn’t
ley. “We try to tell the truth and to show call Ecuador a third-world country; but
both sides of the story in order to give it is an economically developing country,
people a really good idea of what to ex- and doing so in a very rapid rate. Ecua-

dorians are building hospitals and new
roads. They are also fortifying the infrastructure using taxpayers money in the
most efficient way. For me and for a lot
of foreigners, it is the place to be if you
consider coming to South America. I
lived in California for ten years and never noticed where my dollar goes”, he said.
Ashley said, “In Cuenca, for instance, they are bringing French experts
to build a light rail system to minimize
the pollution in the downtown historical area. The diversity in Ecuador
is extraordinary. You have cities, amazons, rain forests, mountains, oceans,
volcanoes and many other destinations.
Gringos feel welcomed here because
Ecuadorian people are warmly generous and kind”.
Finally, about their plans for the
upcoming shows, Ashley and Michel
will receive many who have moved to
Ecuador in order to share their experience live on the air and also politicians
and architects who are shaping and
changing the country.
Born in Cairo, Egypt, Sherif Awad is a
film / video critic and curator. He is the
film editor of Egypt Today Magazine

Michel Blanchard.
(www.EgyptToday.com), and the artistic director for both the Alexandria Film
Festival, in Egypt, and the Arab Rotterdam Festival, in The Netherlands. He also
contributes to Variety, in the United States,
and is the film critic of Variety Arabia
(http://varietyarabia.com/), in the United
Arab Emirates (UAE), the Al-Masry
Al-Youm Website (http://www.almasryalyoum.com/en/node/198132) and The
Westchester Guardian (www.WestchesterGuardian.com).

economic development

Allpro Parking Yonkers Expansion
Yonkers, NY – Allpro Parking is
pleased to announce operation of the
new Warburton Garage in downtown
Yonkers. The 300-space garage was
constructed to help promote small
business growth in downtown Yonkers
and is convenient to iPark Hudson, the
Yonkers Public Library, and the Warburton Riverview Apartments.
“We are pleased that the National

Development Council has confidence
in the Allpro management team and
have called on us to operate and manage this facility for them,” said Richard
A. Serra, President and CEO of Allpro
Parking, LLC. “We have had the pleasure of working with them at the Cayuga Green Parking Garage in Ithaca.
New York, and have seen first hand how
these projects help revitalize an area.”

This addition comes at the same
time as the company is seeing its largest single expansion in Ohio, growing

operations in Cleveland, Columbus
and Cincinnati. This will be the first
location for Allpro Parking in Yonkers.
Allpro Parking has operated in New
York State since the company’s inception in 2000.
These new locations have added
close to 3,400 spaces to the Allpro
Parking Ohio portfolio. Allpro Parking,
LLC operates out of 9 cities managing 100 locations with 42,394 parking
spaces annually.
Allpro Parking, LLC was awarded

Buffalo Niagara Business Ethics Crystal Award Recipient 2012 and Buffalo
Niagara Human Resource Association
2012 Outstanding Employee Culture
Award. Additionally Allpro Parking,
LLC offers first class valet services at
medical facilities, hotels and special
events, and provides parking management solutions for virtually every requirement.
SOURCE: Allpro Parking, LLC and Allpro Parking for Healthcare. Learn more by
visiting: www.allproparking.com .

HOUSES OF WORSHIP

Pope Francis to Enhance Easter’s Joyous Message
By PEGGY GODFREY
As Catholics celebrate
the joy of the resurrection at Easter, they are
especially invigorated by

the selection of a new Pope. This humble and unpretentious servant of God
was elected as Pope for the world’s 1.2
billion Catholics. In his first public appearance he asked for prayers for himself, and then said, “Let us pray for the

whole world.” This is in keeping with
the most important celebration in the
Christian world: Easter. While Jesus
Christ’s resurrection from the dead distinguishes Christians from other religions, Christ truly died for all mankind

Before speaking to the police... call

George Weinbaum
ATTORNEY AT LAW

FREE CONSULTATION:

Criminal, Medicaid, Medicare
Fraud, White-Collar Crime &
Health Care Prosecutions.

T. 914.948.0044
F. 914.686.4873

175 MAIN ST., SUITE 711-7 • WHITE PLAINS, NY 10601

and for a better world.
The Easter celebration often coincides with Passover because Jesus was
born in a Jewish family and spent his
life following the Jewish religion including observing Passover, the feast
of unleavened bread. However, he
gave this celebration added meaning
for Christians by calling the bread
and wine his apostles were eating and
drinking, “His body and blood.” This
symbolism is reenacted in every Catholic Mass.
Although this Easter celebration is always a new beginning for
Christians, this year’s selection of

Pope Francis reinforces the Church’s
commitment to helping the poor and
vulnerable in our society. Particularly
striking is that Pope Francis is the
first Pope from the Americas, particularly South America where there are so
many Catholics. As a true man of God
he is the first non-European Pope in
1300 years. Pope Francis’ Installation
Mass was attended by 200,000 including leaders from many nations and religious organizations. His message was
that he was there to protect “all of humanity” and he wanted to “bring hope
- to others.” He suggested that true
leadership and power is in service “to
others.” The name he selected, Francis,
is for Saint Francis of Assisi, the most
popular saint of all times.
Continued on page 7
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Pope Francis to Enhance Easter’s Joyous Message
Continued from page 6

The message of Easter and of a new
Pope resonates for the whole world. All
nations should appreciate Pope Francis’
concern for the poor and his efforts for
people in great need. In keeping with
the Saint whose name he selected, this
Pope has called for the protection of

the weak, poor and the environment.
God’s plan is to protect nature, political
and social life; this can only be accomplished by serving “in love.”
The world can now use this new
Pope’s compassionate ways and his
evangelical spirit. However, it is also
true that in our society religious liberty

is being threatened.This mission for the
Pope casts him as a reformer.
Although his native Argentina and South America boast of high
numbers of Catholics, his mission
must go beyond that in an increasingly
secular world. The need for an all encompassing faith which looks at all of
society’s problems, especially the poor
which have always been a mission of
most religions. As the first Jesuit to be

Pope, his Ignatian training and spirituality will help him to be a reformer
in many ways, including defending of
religion in society. His humility and
dedication should encourage people
to give of themselves to others in need:
financially, socially and morally. Just as
Jesus Christ came to save all the world,
so Pope Francis will be a symbol of humanity, compassion and charity for the
world.

The celebration of Easter and
Christ rising from the dead gives hope
to all people that new beginnings can
create many opportunities for a better
life. This Easter, our new Pope’s example shines as a beacon of hope for
peace, prosperity and good will for all
the world.

rael, and the Holocaust, even in Jewish
languages such as Yiddish and Ladino.
This Jewish connection does not
require acceptance of any religious
belief. Unlike other religions, Judaism does not have a specific dogma,
but rather a set of customs. There is no
one way to be a Jew, and that definitely
has been one of Judaism’s greatest
strengths.
The Passover tale, like all good
stories is both timeless and instructive.
And although there is no firm historical evidence for the Biblical narrative,
the quest for freedom and justice that
forms the basis for the Exodus from
Egypt has been and still is, a universal model of inspiration and hope for
generations of those suffering the pain
of oppression and
injustice.
Some
of
us may find the
concept of the
“Chosen People”
exclusionary; or
are uncomfortable
with conventional
definitions of G_d.
We may be atheists or agnostics.
There is no reason
why we all cannot connect with
our tradition in
meaningful ways,
without sacrificing
the integrity of our
beliefs.
Since the first
Passover Haggadah was printed
in Spain in 1482,
there are now over
4,000
different
versions of this
book, and there
are more published
every year. There
are hundreds of
editions of the
traditional version,
many with interesting commentar-

ies. There are many unique versions of
the Haggadah that address our own
particular way of being Jewish. There
are secular humanist Haggadot such
as Dr. Kellerman’s mentioned above,
feminist and egalitarian, gay and lesbian. There are African-American,
Christian and ecumenical Haggadot.
There are even Haggadot developed
especially for vegetarians.
A quick online search of Haggadot will give us access to many
downloadable versions, We can find
instructions on how to write our own
or easily find a version that speaks especially to us. We have come a long
way since 1482.
The Passover celebration is rich
in symbols, sounds, and stories. It has

been evolving for thousands of years,
and will continue to evolve. Passover
can be a wonderful holiday for the rest
of us if we allow ourselves, whether
we believe in a Supreme Being or
not, whether we believe in miracles
or not, to take that time-honored
journey through the Haggadah, with
our families, friends and loved ones
on our own terms. We can even write
our own chapters as we find ways to
extend the concepts of freedom peace
and understanding, so intrinsic to the
Passover story, to our own generation,
and generations to come. A Sweet and
Happy Passover to all!

Peggy Godfrey resides in New Rochelle.
She was a long time local educator.
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Passover for the Rest of Us
By Rabbi FRANK
TAMBURELLO
A New York Times
article about Passover
dated April 9, 1855,
possibly the first mention of Passover in that newspaper
stated: “(Passover) is an imperishable
record of the unaltered nationality of
the Jews.”
And so it has been. For over 3,300
years, Passover has played a central role
in the ongoing history and culture of
the Jewish people. The Seder ritual,
with its curious mixture of customs
and laws, created and evolved over
many centuries epitomizes the Jewish communal experience. Passover’s
theme of redemption and freedom is
reenacted at the Seder with lessons
and songs, feasting and solemnity. The
Passover Seder is ageless. It is at the
same time, both scholarly and popular,
ancient and contemporary.
According to the Jewish National
Population Survey, about 68% of
Americans who identify themselves as
Jews routinely hold or attend a Passover Seder, in contrast with the 46%
who are actually members of a synagogue.
Clearly, the observance of Passover in some form is very close to the
hearts of a great many Jews. For some,
this occasion is marked by scrupulous
adherence to special Passover preparation and Kashrut (Jewish dietary
laws); and to customs particular to
certain individual communities and
groups.
For others, it can be just simply
getting together for a Passover meal on
one of the nights during the holiday
observance. Most often these meals
include nostalgic dishes that may remind us of our childhood: gefilte fish
with horseradish, chicken soup with
matzo balls, brisket or turkey and
macaroons… even matzo lasagna for
Italian Jews!
Jews who are accustomed to regu-

larly observing Jewish law and ritual,
and who are familiar with Hebrew,
generally have an easier time executing this holiday. The traditional text
of the Haggadah, the ritual manual
for the Seder, is carefully recited in its
entirety. Traditional Seders can last for
hours with deliciously prepared food
and deep theological discussion and
prayer. It is for many of those families
the highlight of the year.
I am an avid collector of Haggadot and books about Passover. Recently, I came across two books, one
called “Haggadah: A Passover Seder
for the Rest of Us” by Henry Kellerman Ph.D., and “Pesach for the Rest
of Us” by Marge Piercy.
I found it interesting that both titles
contain the same words: “the rest of us.”
I would assume that the “rest of
us” pretty much know who we are.
We are Jews who are trying to figure
out what it means to be a Jew; what
it means to believe or not believe, to
doubt and to reason. We are Jews who
are trying to figure out what it means
to live in a world that is constantly reshaping and redefining itself. Many of
us are looking for ways to avoid slipping into a cultural ghetto of our own
devising, while seeking to develop a
Jewish consciousness for ourselves and
our children that will survive the scrutiny of both science and reason.
Many of us Jews who fall into
the category of the “rest of us” may be
uncomfortable observing Passover at
all, because we cannot connect with
concepts assumed to be “religious.”
We prefer calling ourselves secular or
cultural Jews, and we generally do not
adhere to the precepts of organized
denominational Judaism. However,
we do have strong connections to our
Jewish identity and to what we consider Jewish values. We appreciate
having been raised in Jewish homes
where there were unique attitudes
and interest in things such as politics,
education, literature and the arts, Is-

Rabbi Frank Tamburello, Westchester
Community for Humanistic Judaism,
Westchester County, New York.
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With Francis at the Vatican
By Professor JOHN Q.
BARRETT
During the winter of
1928, Jamestown, New
York, attorney Robert
H. Jackson and his wife
Irene crossed the Atlantic with their
close friends John and Maude Blair of
Warren, Pennsylvania.
The Jacksons and the Blairs
sailed from New York City on the
French Line steamer the France. Six
days later they landed in Vigo on the
western coast of Spain. They next saw
Casablanca, Morocco (which fourteen
years later became the subject of a
romantic film drama) and, on a side
trip by bus, Rabat. From Casablanca
they sailed to Gibraltar. They later
made stops in Algiers and in Monte
Carlo, Monaco. From Monte Carlo
they traveled by land to Italy, spending
time in Genoa, Rome and Naples.
The Jacksons then reboarded the S.S.
France and sailed back to the United
States while the Blairs returned to
Spain and also visited Paris before
they concluded their holiday.
One highlight of this trip began
with a chance meeting. On one of
their days in Gibraltar, the Jacksons
left the anchored France for shore
ahead of the Blairs. Indeed, the Blairs

were running so late that morning that
the last tender was about to cast off for
shore when its lone passenger, a man
in clerical garb, spotted the Blairs waving and got the boatman to wait for
them.
Aboard the tender, John Blair,
climbing across rows of empty seats,
thanked the cleric for his help while
joking that his large, black, oil-cloth
shopping bag looked like a bootlegger’s gear. The man, a fellow American, was amused. He introduced
himself as “Frank.” He said he was a
priest connected with the Vatican in
Rome. He invited the Blairs to come
with him to Gibraltar’s markets, shops
and stalls to see how he filled the bag.
He explained that he was going to buy
duty-free gifts for family members
whom he soon would be visiting in
the U.S.—it really was a shopping bag.
In Gibraltar and then back on
the France, the Blairs and also the
Jacksons got better acquainted with
Father Frank. Before the couples disembarked in Monaco to begin their
land tour of Italy, Frank invited them
to spend time with him in Rome. Indeed, he offered to arrange for and to
escort them to an audience with the
Pope.
In Rome, Father Frank met the

Blairs and the Jacksons at the train
station. To their surprise, he was wearing a Monsignor’s robes. On the ship
he had not mentioned his rank. From
his very friendly, plain style, they had
taken him to be a regular priest.
Monsignor Frank helped the
Blairs and the Jacksons with their luggage. He drove them to their hotel.
Over lunch, he briefed them carefully on the protocol of meeting with
the Pope. Frank instructed the men
to wear full evening attire and the
women to wear black gowns with long
sleeves and high necks, and to cover
their heads with black mantillas.
The next morning, Monsignor
Frank met the Blairs and the Jacksons at the Vatican’s bronze gates. He
led them into public and semi-public
audience rooms, explaining all of the
sights. In a large waiting room, they
joined many foreign ambassadors
to the Vatican and their guests. They
then were ushered into a private sitting room.
After a papal secretary announced
their arrival, Pope Pius XI entered
the room. He wore white robes. As
Maude Blair later described it, he “illuminated the room with a spiritual
grace given only to one who lives a life
for God alone; and from his dark and
deep-set eyes emanated a pervading
benevolence that warmed the hearts
of all of us….”
The Blairs and the Jacksons kissed

the Pope’s ring and received his blessing. He then, smiling to put all at ease,
began to speak with them in English.
Displaying detailed knowledge of the
U.S., the Pope spoke of their home
states, Pennsylvania and New York.
They learned that he had, as Father
Achille Ratti (i.e., before his 1922
election as Pope), traveled extensively
in the U.S.
In subsequent years, Robert Jackson maintained occasional contact
with Frank regarding both personal
and professional matters. In early
May 1945, for example, just days after
President Truman appointed Jackson
to serve as U.S. chief of counsel for the
prosecution of Nazi war criminals, he
wrote to Frank, then stationed in New
York, requesting a meeting.
They met the next month at
Frank’s Manhattan office. They discussed many topics, including Nazism,
Catholic attitudes toward Germans
and Russians, Jackson’s plans for international prosecution of war criminals,
relevant Catholic moral principles, and
Catholic personnel in Europe who
could provide assistance to Jackson.
Frank gave Jackson a card to ensure
that, if he traveled to Rome, he could
have a private audience with the Pope.
(Jackson did not yet know this Pope.
Pope Pius XI, who Frank had taken
the Jacksons and the Blairs to meet in
1928, had died in 1939 and been succeeded by Pope Pius XII.)

During the course of Jackson’s
ensuing “Nuremberg” year, he did
visit Rome a number of times. He had
cordial, productive meetings with the
Pope and received the Vatican’s assistance with the prosecutions.
In February 1946, during the
Nuremberg trial, Justice Jackson made
a special trip from Nuremberg to
Rome to attend the Vatican ceremony
at which Pope Pius XII consecrated
new cardinals.
Jackson was there at the invitation
of his friend “Frank.” He had become,
in 1939, the Archbishop of New York.
In February 1946, he became Francis
Cardinal Spellman.
To join the Jackson List, send a
“subscribe” note to barrettj@stjohns.
edu.

blouses, shirts, skirts, shoes, you get
the picture. I think it’s with the onset
of motherhood that we start forgetting
our own well-being. We can only neglect ourselves so long before we start
to see the results of neglect. It usually
shows up in a messy house, an unbalanced budget or overweight. (Sometimes all three!)
My motto is Make it fun and it will
get done! The main message I have for
this inner child thing is, to learn how
to have fun with YOU. If I had my
way, the title of this Make it Fun article
would have been, Have Fun Playing
with Yourself! But of course that title
would cause a upheaval! But I really, really mean it when I say I hope you can
learn how to play with yourself. When
you are your own best friend, you will
love your life with a passion only those
of you, who know, know.
I remember when I was young I
whined to my mom that Donna Trotland said she didn’t want to play with
me. Mom said, “Well you go outside
and play by yourself and act like you
are having fun.” I remember wonder-

ing what to do? What I did was start
running and doing cartwheels and rolling around on the lawn. I remember it
being an act at first but soon I was having fun! And you know what? Donna
came over and wanted to play!
I’ve said this before; all of our problems are windows of opportunity to get
to know ourselves better. What a wonderful plan God had for us! When you
spend the time getting to know and
understand what has caused a problem
in your life, you get the joy of getting to
know YOU. The YOU God made and
loves and if God loves you, you should
love YOU too. Now go play with yourself, and you know what I mean.
Hopefully Mary and Maggie have
a little better idea of what this inner
kiddy thing is all about.

John Q. Barrett is a Professor of Law at
St. John’s University in New York City,
where he teaches Constitutional Law,
Criminal Procedure and Legal History.
He also is Elizabeth S. Lenna Fellow and
a board member at the Robert H. Jackson
Center in Jamestown, New York, and he
serves on the Expert Advisory Committee
of the International Academy Nuremberg
Principles in Nuremberg, Germany. Professor Barrett has been named a “Professor
of the Year” by St. John’s law students and
received a Faculty Outstanding Achievement Medal from the University. He is a
graduate of Georgetown University and
Harvard Law School.

MAKE IT FUN!

Learn How to Play with Yourself
By PAM YOUNG
Today I accidentally
received an email not
meant for me and
since it was very short,
I read it before I realized it wasn’t’ for me. It
said, (I’m going to use different names)
“Hey Mary I got another email about
this inner child thing, what do you
think about it? Maggie.” Attached to
the post was one of the testimonials
from one of my Make it Fun followers. It made me wonder what “Maggie”
thought and what she’d say to Mary.
I think the hardest part of understanding this inner child thing is attaching a persona to thoughts we think that
are contrary to what we want to do. In
other words, unless we are very aware,
we do things that are self-sabotaging.
Self-help is nothing new and yet how
many of us really know how to help
ourselves? We like to get help from pro-

fessionals, books, support groups and
such when all along there is wisdom
within us that unless we pay attention
to it, we miss it.
I have loved the results of meeting
and forging a relationship with Nelly
my inner child. She’s not a real child
with blood and bones, but she’s a real
child with thoughts and feelings and
she was with me even though I didn’t
know it, ten years ago when I was under
the pressure of $26,000 plus in credit
card debt. When my house was a mess
36 years ago I now know she was there
because my reason to get the place organized was so that I’d have more free
time to play! And I played with her to
lose the 35 pounds I wrote about in my
book, The Mouth Trap: the butt stops here!
Suggesting to those having trouble
imagining this inner child, to find a
photo of themselves from their childhood has helped many. When you look
at a picture of yourself when you were
young and innocent it can help you be

more patient, kind and compassionate
with yourself as you reclaim your balance and the peace that comes with
that.
I can only speak for women, but
I can guess this concept of an inner
child works for men too. (Just read
what St. Paul had to say in Romans
Chapter Seven: 17-20.) We women
grow up and most of us have babies
and are thrown into motherhood with
the force of a crashing wave. My neighbor just had her first baby and she has
that look! I visited her at 11:30 am one
morning and she was still in her night
gown, the house was a mess, her hair
was tangled and shaped a little like a
rooster. Charlie slept peacefully in a
vibrating baby holder and Buckley (the
family dog was needy for the first time
since I’ve known him). “I’ve been up
all night,” were her rather dazed first
words to me.
Sleepless nights, cracked nipples,
healing stitches, spit-up splotched

For more from Pam Young go to www.
makeitfunanditwillgetdone.com . You’ll
find many musings, videos of Pam in the
kitchen preparing delicious meals, videos on how to get organized, ways to lose
weight and get your finances in order, all
from a reformed SLOB’s point of view.
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By Bob Putignano

Boz Scaggs “Memphis”
www.429Records.com

All is as it should be here on Boz’s (eloquently
executed) “Memphis.” Rating: 9
Early on Boz Scaggs was a member of the
Steve Miller Band and recorded his debut selftitled album (with Duane Allman) in 1969 at
Muscle Shoals, Alabama. “Memphis” is his first
recording in nearly five years. His last was mostly
a jazz recording “Speak Low” for the Decca label,
which brings us to today.
Assembled here is a smartly chosen crew of
top-rate musicians. Willie Weeks holds down
the bass, Ray Parker Jr. plays guitar alongside
Boz, the albums wonderful producer is drummer
Steve Jordan, and there’s additional support from
Memphis based veterans highlighted by Spooner
Oldham’s piano and B3, Al Green’s session organist Charlie Hodges, Jim Horn’s baritone, with
occasional string arrangements by Lester Snell
and the late great Willie Mitchell who passed in
2010. Twelve tracks are included, ten are covers
and the opening and closing tunes were authored
by the leader.
Boz’s “Gone Baby Gone” opens and feels like
a tribute to the Reverend Al Green, not only does
this beauty sound like a tune Al Green recorded
for the Hi Label, it also includes a organ solo by
Green’s session man Charles Hodges, and Boz’s
Green-like subtle-falsetto vocals. To further exemplify the Al Green connection, “So Good To
Be Here” (authored by Al Green) follows in near
perfect fashion, Hodges organ is again employed,
and there’s string arrangements by Snell and
Willie Mitchell, with horn arrangements by Jordan, Scaggs’ vocal is snug as a bug as the rhythm
section, horns and strings evoke Green’s heydays. New York’s own Willie DeVille’s “Mixed
Up, Shook Up Girl” fits like a Memphis glove,
especially with Oldham’s piano and Boz’s superb
vocalized interpretation. Steve Jordan arranged
the strings on Tony Joe White’s classic “Rainy
Night In Georgia,” Boz’s vocals are (at times) a bit
gruff, but in the end it’s a exquisite rendition. Another classic “Love on a Two Way Street” follows,
Oldham and Hodges handle the keys, female
background vocalists are added, Boz croons on,
and this too is another well crafted beauty. Even
Steely Dan’s “Pearl Of the Quarter” takes on the
Memphis groove especially with Snell’s horn and
string arrangements where you can almost see
Boz smile with his opulent vocals where Jim Cox’
piano adds potent value. I wouldn’t have suspected to find Moon Martin’s “Cadillac Walk” covered on this collection, but this very bluesy tune
picks up the tempo and hums particularly hard
with Weeks bass, Jordan’s drums, and when the

Beautiful, Newly Renovated Spacious
1 Bedroom Apartments: $1350/Month
2 Bedroom Apartments $1600/Month
Brand New Kitchens, Living Rooms & Bathrooms.
Granite Counter Tops / New Cabinets, Stoves & Refrigerators.
Credit Check Required: $25 Non-refundable fee
Available Immediately • No Programs Accepted
Call Management Office for more information:

914.632.1230
guitars kick in, Boz also snarls, as this track is further aided by Cox’ tasty tickling of the ivories.The
traditional “Corrina, Corrina” is drop-dead gorgeous, Boz’s vocals are emotive, the acoustic guitar
work is flawless, Oldham also fills on keys. The
soulful classic that “Can I Change My Mind” a
hit that Tyrone Davis made ultra-famous is yet
another keeper, Monet Owens adds interesting
vocals trading off a bit with Boz who is (once
again) very cozy and on-spot on this sultry and
mildly funky chestnut. Keb’ Mo’ provides slide
dobro and Charlie Musselwhite join the parade
on the blues number “Dry Spell” authored by Jack
Walroth, Keb’ briefly borders on being explosive
here, as does Musselwhite’s short harp solo. Additional blues ensue with Jimmy Reed’s “You Got
Me Cryin’” Rick Vito’s guitar is added, his tone
is clear as a bell on a track that I suspect wasn’t
recorded in Memphis as it also offers a different
band along with an un-credited harp player. Boz’s
closing ballad; “Sunny Gone” features Jim Cox’
moving piano closing this fine disc on a tender
and heartfelt note.
There’s so much that’s right on “Memphis.”
Outstanding production, great musicianship, well
chosen and well crafted covers, Boz’s two new
additions, and the precise timing between tracks
that segue perfectly from tune to tune that’s so
righteously well thought out. This segueing timing between tunes are a rare art these days, unfortunately they probably won’t convey appropriately
via ITunes or other digital downloads, and is infrequently witnessed on modern day recordings
since the days of vinyl. Kudos to all involved on
this soulful and near-perfect recording.
Bob Putignano www.SoundsofBlue.com

80 West Grand Street, Fleetwood

THE ROMA BUILDING

2022 Saw Mill River Rd., Yorktown Heights, NY

Office & Store Space for Rent
Prime Yorktown Location

Office Space 965 sq ft.: Rent $ 1650/mo.
Store Karl Ehmers: 1100 sq ft- $3100/mo.
Store in back: 1300 sq ft. $2650/mo.

914.632.1230
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The Baseball Assistance Team

Helping the Forgotten and the Troubled Who Played a Part
By GLENN SLABY
“I am having a sunshine
day. I just came from the
ear doctor. I was having
trouble hearing and can
now hear because I could
finally afford a hearing aid thanks to BAT.
Now that I can hear, everyday is a happy
day! Next up is my eyes since they are pretty bad but in the meantime I wear glasses
that help. My doctor’s checkup is coming
soon. I have a weak knee and walk with
a cane. I’ve fallen a few times but have
no broken bones. Thank God! That’s all for
now but I just wanted to thank you again
for your help.” A former Negro League
player.
When one thinks of baseball and
player finances, the first image that
comes to mind is not the above. We
forget how the salaries were 30 plus
years ago, before Marvin Miller, the
Major League Baseball Players Association (MLBPA) and quality pension
planning became predominate. We
forget about minor league players who
never make it to the big leagues and big
money. We forget about, or more likely
never hear about the umpires’ salary or
the back office personnel. The Baseball
Assistance Team (B.A.T.) does not
forget.

PEOPLE

B.A.T. is a 501© (3) organization – a non-profit corporation. Their
sole function/mission is to aid former
players, umpires, office personnel – the
entire baseball family – with financial
resources through difficult times. But
the Team doesn’t stop just with the dollars; BAT has a crisis prevention program with trained individuals.
B.A.T was created in 1986, by
a group of former ball players with
the mission of confidentially helping
members of the entire baseball family
who had no place else to turn. In 1991,
through a one-time contribution of
seed money from the MLBPA, Major League Baseball and the Freedom
Foundation, an endowment was established. Today, they continue the capability of making individual payments
to those “in need of medical, financial
or psychological assistance”; however, it
is not to be considered as a supplement
or replacement to any pension plans.
Eligibility rules are: any MLB player,
(play in one game and you eligible), or
three years of services as an umpire, a
minor league player, coach or manager;
a former Negro League player; or a fulltime employee of a Major or Minor
League club. Employees of MLB Network and MLB Productions are also

eligible for support as well as scouts,
trainers, Women’s Professional Baseball
League, widows, spouses, and children
age 23 and younger.
Every year their outreach grows.
Their expanded Awareness Committee, through March Awareness Month,
has reached out to every major league
club. Jim Herrmann, a grant recipient
and son of 11 year veteran Ed “Hoggy”
Herrmann as well as Tim McLoughin,
has set a B.A.T. fund raising record
by visiting all 30 MLB teams within
15 days. Former all stars such as Bob
Watson also joined the tour along with
grant recipients sharing their stories of
B.A.T.’s, positive effects for them and
their families. Over fourteen hundred
baseball personnel contributed $2.5
million, exceeding last year’s total. The
latest numbers show $28 million distributed through 3,000+ confidential
grants. Every dollar raised is used for
support. Their offices are maintained
and located at the Major League Baseball’s headquarters.
Discretion and confidentiality are
keys to its success. That is one reason
why they have retired players involved
and on the various Boards, helping
to reach out to the various cultures
making up the baseball Family. These

include former players such as Bob
Gibson, Frank Torre, and Whitey Ford.
To reach out to the baseball family in
Latin American, B.A.T. has set up an
office in the Dominican Republic.
Says Joseph Grippo, the executive director of B.A.T.: “Our best-case
scenario is that everybody currently
employed by a Major League Baseball
organization -- right down to the Minor League affiliates -- at least, has the
information in their hands. Then they
can read it. If they have the information
in their hands, they can let us know if
they or someone they know needs assistance.”
Every year their “Going to Bat for
B.A.T. Fundraising Dinner” held in
January, honors a veteran who exemplifies their mission. Last year it was Willie
Mays, this year it was Yogi Berra. There
were over a hundred players in attendance including nine Hall of Famers.
The Dinner also represents a chance for
fans to meet with the players.
Remember “Sudden” Sam McDowell? He has overcome many trials and addictions and now is head of
the addiction recovery program. He
has degrees in sports psychology and
addiction. (God somehow leads us to
the right designation if we listen and
let Him.)
Some players have depression and
severe low self-esteem issues with a
history of self-medication issues. The
recovery program “has helped more

than 100 people overcome addictions
to alcohol, drugs and gambling”. They
have a 100% success rate. McDowell
states, “that for the past 25+ years, baseball has had over 20 (players) caught up
in ideation or actual (suicide) attempts.”
“I also monitor their addiction recovery
by confirming their attendance at Alcoholic Anonymous and/or Narcotics
Anonymous and the entire recovery
program”. He has been doing it for the
past 25 years.
“I wanted to thank you for all of the
support BAT has given us. We have been
doing so well and the main reason has
been because we’ve had time to heal and
recover as a family. My wife and I have
taken time to pray and think about our future and we have decided that we will no
longer be needing support. It has been just
what we needed but now we feel it is time
to step out our own. We are on our way to
spring training and are hopeful for our
future. We have a backup plan if baseball
does not work out. I am re-enrolled back
in school and if baseball does not progress
we will pursue finishing my degree. BAT
gave our family great motivation to look to
the future of our family. We cannot thank
you enough for your care and generosity.” A
minor league player.
Glenn Slaby is married and has one son.
A former account with an MBA, he is a
freelancer with The Westchester Guardian,
writes part-time, and works at the New
Rochelle Public Library and at St. Vincent’s Hospital in Harrison, New York.
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Warren M. Dubitsky Joins Herman Katz Law Enforcement Policy Oversight Exacts Taxpayer Expense
departments at a higher risk for civil
are a very small percentage.
By DAMON K. JONES
Cangemi & Clyne, LLP as an Associate
To this date, there are no re- litigation by improving police technolProblems with police
MELVILLE, NY – Herman Katz
Cangemi & Clyne, LLP (HKCC)
are pleased to announce that Warren
M. Dubitsky has joined the firm as an
associate. Prior to joining HKCC, he
served as deputy county attorney in
the Tax Certiorari and Condemnation
Bureau of the Nassau County Attorney’s Office. In that position, he acquired extensive experience litigating
commercial and residential property
tax matters.
A resident of Scarsdale, New
York, Dubitsky is admitted to practice
law before the courts of New York
and New Jersey and is a member of
the Nassau County Bar Association.
He received his Juris Doctor in 2010
from Notre Dame Law School and a
Bachelor’s Degree in Economics from
Bowdoin College in 2004.

abusing their authority are nothing new,
though they frequently
go unknown to the
public. There is no police department
immune to allegations of excessive
force or misconduct. The District Attorney’s office has turned their back
while those on the force often band
together in order to cover their crimes,
seeing a little abuse as par for the course.
But when these crimes are discovered,
they often lead to lawsuits. When the
smoke clears, these lawsuits, judgments
and settlements ultimately come out of
the taxpayers’ pockets.
There is an ongoing myth that
every lawsuit against the police ends
in a million dollar lotto checks for the
plaintiff; this couldn’t be further from
the truth. Many lawsuits rarely result in
big cash payouts; they are very difficult
to win. Those that do win large payouts

ports on how civil lawsuits of police brutality affect the taxpayers
Westchester. According to a 2012
report from NYC’s Comptroller’s
office, the city paid out $185.6 million
in claims for fiscal year 2011. That’s a
35% increase over the previous year,
which came in at $137.3 million in
settled claims. Fiscal year 2011 saw “an
historical high of 8,882 claims filed”
against the NYPD, with a 55% rise in
claims against the NYPD over the past
five years.
Why have lawsuits increased
against police? Many city lawyers blame
a litigious atmosphere that makes municipal governments an easy target for
lawsuits. Law enforcement professionals say that motorized police patrol has
taken the human aspect out of policing
and has created a barrier between police
and citizens. Second, innovative police
departments put less innovative police

ogy or implementing more restrictive
police policies Third, police misuse of
force problems that have always existed
are finally being brought to the public’s attention through media sources.
Finally, many juries are finding police
brutality charges more common and
easier to believe.
In Westchester, it was always
thought that police brutality was almost non-existent or it was just minimal occurrences. Since the shooting
of Mt. Vernon Detective Christopher
Ridley; police perceptions, racism, brutality and misconduct has covered the
front pages of local papers and blogs in
Westchester.
As a law enforcement professional,
it’s understandable to use force when
necessary. But when law enforcement
professionals go above and beyond the
force needed, it is indeed a breach of
Continued on page 11
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Law Enforcement Policy Oversight Exacts Taxpayer Expense
Continued from page 10
policy, procedure and training and in some cases a
criminal act. Any Law Enforcement Professional that
is certified by a state with “Peace Officer Status” and
goes into any community and abuses his/her authority is no less than a criminal themselves. They have
violated their departments policy and procedure and
they have turned their back on the Law Enforcement
Oath to uphold the law.
Here in Westchester, there have been video, audio and eyewitness accounts of police brutality while
police management is still in denial. Instead of addressing the problem you will find in many police
departments; management is more worried about
investigating how the possible police crime leaked
to the pubic instead of correcting the problem of
disciplining the officer or officers involved.
So why are these officers allowed to continue
working after they have proven that they are not
worthy of the public’s trust? The reason is cultural
and political. First, many law enforcement management norms and values are formed by the institutional culture of policing. The “Police Culture” that
fosters an “us versus them” mentality. The cops are
the good guys and everyone else is a potential bad
guy. Whether or not they personally condone an officer’s behavior, or the behavior violates department’s
policy, they rationalize his behavior with minor punishment and the problem is never resolved. Second,
elected officials are scared to pass the nessisary legislation because of fear of being labeled “Anti-Cop”
by police unions when it comes time for elections.
In reality, these costs to government are an unproductive use of taxpayer dollars. Many municipalities in Westchester would be better off using their
precious tax dollars on much-needed public services
such as education, law enforcement equipment,
health care and road repairs.
Unfortunately, you can go into any municipality in Westchester and you will find repeat offenders in the rank and file. Many officers do their work
with pride and dignity. But officers of good standing
actions are always questioned when police managements, politicians and lawmaker’s have failed to hold
those accountable who are known to have stepped
over the line on multiple occasions.

EYE ON

Some of the most recent research on civil suits
and the police indicates that the implementation of
community oriented policing (COP) policies and
programs in police departments can influence the
number of civil suits filed against the police.The study
also found those departments that became committed to community-oriented policing through the
adoption of COP policies and programs, lawsuits declined, something that police management has failed
to do in Westchester.
One would think that the surge in police-misconduct allegations and civil-rights claims against
police departments, a budgetary strapped city like
Mt. Vernon over 900 thousand in legal fees and judgments for ONE officer would be an alarm bell for the
elected officials and police management in Westchester. Unfortunately, organizations like the Westchester
County Chief of Police Association, the District Attorney’s Office and our Westchester elected officials
have been silent on the issue in correcting this ongoing epidemic in Westchester County. This is a trend
that is ultimately paid by the taxpayer and must be
stemmed and reversed with better risk management
including training with local sand state oversight.
By failing to correct the problems in they system of law enforcement in Westchester County.
Westchester’s politicians are failing their fiduciary responsibility to the taxpayers. As the taxpayers’ agents,
Westchester politicians should be establishing proper
law enforcement oversight legislation that will create
checks and balances for protection of the taxpayer and
the law enforcement officer.
It’s elementary; it’s the elected officials who hire
Police Commissioners who are over the law enforcement officers and their vital position as gatekeepers
of the criminal justice system. The elected official and
the Commissioner are co-joined at the hip to make it
imperative that members of the public have trust that
their department’s integrity with proper oversight,
proper training, promoting positive behavior, ensure
greater accountability, and deter malpractice. Either
we pay in the front end of being proactive or we pay
in at the back end in of million of settlements and
judgments of your taxpayer dollars.
Damon K. Jones is the New York Representative of
Blacks In Law Enforcement of America.

THEATRE

A Double-edged Sword
By JOHN SIMON
Some stories are in the air; they can’t
help feeling familiar. Romeo and
Juliet, Hamlet and Ophelia, Cyrano
and Roxane, Quasimodo and Esmeralda, Jason and Medea, Don
Quijote and Dulcinea. One might as well have imbibed them with mother’s milk or acted them out in
kindergarten.
You may have forgotten the details about such
a celebrated couple, though it can also be about a
single charismatic person: Lawrence of Arabia, the
Virgin Queen, Anne Boleyn, Calamity Jane, Davy
Crockett, Joan of Arc, or Mata Hari. The particu-

lars may be blurry, but the essence is clear. Whether
you have read it, or seen it on stage or screen, or just
heard people talk about it, somehow you know what
you know.
Well, Breakfast at Tiffany’s and its heroine Holly
Golightly are of that kind. You may not have read
Truman Capote’s renowned novella, missed the
popular movie version with Audrey Hepburn, or
merely heard about the colossal, immediate flop of
the Broadway musical with Mary Tyler Moore and
Richard Chamberlain, but you somehow know what
to expect from the new Broadway dramatic version.
Only be cognizant that it’s a lot more than

Continued on page 12
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A Double-edged Sword
Continued from page 11

you got from the bowdlerized movie,
wherein Holly was no longer a poule
de luxe, i.e. classy call girl, and Fred, her
pal and chronicler, was no longer essentially gay, the smell of pot no longer
pervaded the atmosphere, there was no
trace of Holly’s bisexuality, and it was
no longer 1944’s nervous wartime but
a sedate 1960. Decadence was edulco-

known, marketable commodity for
some, but also, for others, just new wine
in old bottles. Can you make a silk
purse from an old hat? Thus very much
depends on how evergreen Greenberg
can be, and how much the theatrics and
performances can please. And
here there are some letdowns.
Sean Mathias’s staging
depends overmuch on Emilie
Clarke’s curious vocal mannerisms (however justified up to a
point), and on her lustily wig-

ual guy, loving but unable to make love
to each other, as so effective in, say, the
movie Darling.
Some of the supporting roles
were well taken, notably that of the
friendly barkeep Joe Bell, tacitly in love

George Wendt as Joe Bell in “Breakfast at Tiffany’s”.
rated into sentimentality.
The new stage adaptation is by
Richard Greenberg, who, though no
favorite of mine, is the author of successful Broadway comedies (e.g. Take
Me Out) and spectacular fizzles (e.g.
The Violet Hour). He can at any rate
lay claim to a certain sophistication,
attested to by his general faithfulness
to the Capote story albeit garnished,
if memory serves, with a few twinkles
of his own. Assuredly I couldn’t tell you
exactly where Capote ends and Greenberg begins.
Now we have a double-edged
sword: Holly Golightly being a well-

gling her bare feet at the audience, as well as on her reputation
from TV’s “Game of Thrones.”
But she just doesn’t radiate sensuality. Even the nude joint bathing scene is more Fred’s than
Holly’s. A heroine meant to be
bigger than life ends up several
inches smaller.
Then too, Cory Michael
Smith, who had been competent
earlier this season in Cock, is a
somewhat etiolated Fred, a tall, gangly
fellow, with not a trace of the autobiographical Truman about him. Missing
was the quasi-tragic attraction between
a very heterosexual gal and a homosex-

certain seedy interchangeability suitable to their mundane parts, with the
women, such as the eccentric neighbor Madame Spanella (a frightwigged
Suzanne Bertish) and the problem
roommate Mag (a somewhat hammy
Kate Cullen Roberts) a trifle less
effective.
The distinguished set designer Derek McLane was not
quite able to conjure up the
quiddity of the house inhabited

quent appearances.
He did what he was supposed to
do, but I somehow expected more from
him—as also from the show as a whole.
Photos by and courtesy of Marc Snetiker.
Showing now through August 25,
2013, at the Cort Theater, 138 West
48th Street, between 6th and 7th Avenues, New York, NY 10036. Tickets:
(800) 901-4092.
John Simon has written for over 50 years

Cory Michael Smith as Fred and Emilia Clarke as Holly Golightly in
“Breakfast at Tiffany’s”.

with Holly (George Wendt, warmly
remembered from TV’s “Cheers”),
and that of the politically ambitious
Brazilian, Jose (a genuine Portuguese
actor, Pedro Carmo). The men had a

by Holly and Fred on different
floors—here a revolve might
have been helpful. But there
were savvy costumes by Colleen
Atwood, smart lighting by Peter
Kaczorowski, and well-judged
projections by Wendall K. Harrington, which sovereignly captured both urban swarming and
inclement weather.
A fan of felines, I regretted that
the highly touted ginger cat, grandly
named Vito Vincent, who played Holly’s pet very capably, made such infre-

on theatre, film, literature, music and fine
arts for the Hudson Review, New Leader,
New Criterion, National Review, New
York Magazine, Opera News, Weekly
Standard, Broadway.com and Bloomberg News. Mr. Simon holds a PhD from
Harvard University in Comparative
Literature and has taught at MIT, Harvard University, Bard College and Marymount Manhattan College.
To learn more, visit the JohnSimon-Uncensored.com

GOVERNMENTSection

Bedford Recycling Plan Would Move Forward on Emissions but Set Businesses Aback
By RICH MONETTI
On Tuesday, March
19th, the town of Bedford held an open
working session on the
issue of recycling and
proposed moving toward a town wide
disposal program known as “Single
Stream.”
Before the board, Peter Kuniholm
of the Bedford 2020 Coalition laid out
the details. Chairman of the nonprofit’s
solid waste and recycling taskforce,

Kuniholm presented a goal of elevating
the town’s recycling rate to 40% by 2020.
Currently nine points below the 29%
countywide average, Single Stream also
hopes to generally improve the current
shared waste removal system – saving
residents on removal fees and cutting
greenhouse gases in accordance with
2020’s goal to cut emissions 20% by
2020.
The proposed plan would form
a district within the town. Thus single
residencies will be served by one carting

company - with small businesses able to
opt in and individual residences able to
opt out. With hopefully a large part of
Bedford participating, redundancy in
pickup would diminish traffic and cut
emissions.
Putting aside the environmental
appeal to Bedford residents, Supervisor Lee Roberts expressed confidence
that most will opt in given the chance
to save at least $10 a month on pickup.
This according to prospective bids and
the savings nearby towns have seen with

this system.
Additionally, the stream also hinges
on a financial incentive to reduce their
trash by increasing their recyclables.
’Throw as you Go’ gives residents the
option to receive trash pickup only once
a week.
This could amount to a $30 per
month savings, according to a FAQ provided by the working session.
Facilitating matters in contrast to
the current individual process of sorting out cans, bottles, paper and plastic is

a bigger bin and everything in the same
bucket. The job of sorting then falls on
a Material Recovery Facility in Beacon.
In accordance with the tax cap, residents will find a fee – not a tax – on their
yearend town tax bill. Nonpayment will
be handled with the same consequence
as any other delinquency – notices, extra
fees and foreclosure in the worst case.
At the same time, Supervisor Roberts
wanted to assure seniors that the town
will be very cognizant of the tight bud-

Continued on page 13
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Continued from page 12
gets they face and will act accordingly.
Currently, though, the plan does
not call for participation by multi-family structures like condos and apartment
buildings, which was of concern to Supervisor Roberts. Since this will be a five
year contract, she said, “I think we need
to be as comprehensive as possible.”
Citing dumpster services that most
complexes already have, Mr. Kuniholm
certainly wouldn’t rule them out of consideration as debate moves forward. As
for larger business, they are absent from
the town’s landscape and are obviously
excluded from any plans.
Otherwise, anyone opting out will
still be able to utilize the Adams Street
Center for their recycling – including
e-waste.

MAYOR Marvin’s COLUMN

Looking larger, the town is also after an upside that goes beyond Bedford.
As recycled materials escape into the
bigger blue canister, disposal costs will go
down. Disposal of the trash portion of
our materials is two or three times more
costly than recyclable material processing and limits the needs for landfills and
incinerators, according to the FAQ.
A partial factor in those savings is
obviously a function of the profit that
can be made from reselling recycled
material, and the resulting impact on the
environment solidifies the circle. “Recycling results in significant greenhouse
gas reductions because the energy needed to reprocess materials is less than extracting raw materials,” stated the FAQ.
But a little closer home, Anthony
Prestamo of Countywide Waste ad-

dressed what was left out of the town’s
discussion. “We do everything you’re
asking, it doesn’t cost you anything and
the whole idea is to save $10 – what’s
changed,” he asked respectfully from the
galley.
In response, Supervisor Roberts
reasoned that it’s getting everybody onboard in one system – cutting costs, saving energy and moving toward the goals
of 2020.
Regardless, Mr. Prestamo sees it as
killing private industry and afterwards
by phone predicted that the savings
will not be so seamless. Citing customer
service issues that any company faces,
he believes administration will eat up a
large part of any savings and may end up
costing more to residents.
A little more passionately, Tyrone

Supervisor Mary Beth Murphy leads Town Board. Councilman Tom Garrity (L)
and Councilman Tony Cirieco (R) in forefront.
Mayfield of T.M. Carting in Bedford
Hills sees his 47 years in business coming to end, and questioned whether the
town would be as forgiving as his company is when budget stretched seniors
can’t keep up. “We have a personal relationship with people and all our years in
business now mean squat,” he said.

Nonetheless, the board carried a
consensus on exploring the plan further, as Mr. Prestamo reported that he is
moving forward with other area carting
businesses to petition the initiative.
Rich Monetti has been a freelance writer
since 2003 and lives in Westchester.

GOVERNMENT

Refurburbishing and Preserving Our Few Treasured Village Open Spaces
ous improvement, thus saving both time
and money.
Throughout Village history, various elected officials have sought to improve the Maltby property and at one

By Mayor MARY C. MARVIN
In keeping with a Trustee goal to refurbish and
preserve our few and
treasured Village open
spaces, work was recently begun at the Maltby Field adjacent to
the Village paddle courts.
As a point of Village history,
Maltby Field was named for former
Village Mayor Roger Maltby who was
a President of the St. Regis Paper Company and the first owner of the Bowman house at 31 Masterton Road. Mr.
Maltby served as Mayor from 1942 until
his death while in office in 1952.
Maltby Field was also the former
home of the Girl Scout Cabin which
accidentally burned down on Christmas
Eve of 2006. The adjacent open field
was used every winter to deposit Village snow. The resulting destroyed lawn
was then re-seeded every spring necessitating a small but wasteful recurring
expenses.
The Village Cabin / Maltby Field
Committee appointed by the Board
of Trustees immediately following the
Cabin fire was instructed to determine
the best use of the property going forward. The Committee surveyed the Village residents and found little support
for rebuilding the cabin with taxpayer
dollars but at the same time, residents
desired to keep the land as open space.
To keep the property usable and
pristine, the Cabin Committee recommended that the Village pursue other
locations for winter snow deposit including the purchase of a snow melting
machine to expedite the process.

After a great deal of research and
competitive price shopping, the Village
purchased the “Snow Dragon” melter in
the Fall of 2012 and its use was proven
to be very effective for the Village in the
snow events of 2012/2013.
With a goal of keeping the property
forever park land, the Village Trustees
petitioned our former State Senator Jeff
Klein for State grant monies. Senator
Klein was able to secure $100,000 towards our park’s refurbishment.
The Village then hired a landscape
architect to design a multi-phase plan
that could be implemented in segments
as Village monies and interest surfaced.
The State grant funds coupled with
approximately $25,000 from the Village
Capital fund will allow Phase I Maltby
Park to be completed by April 1st.
The components of Phase I include
a re-grading of the surface, new layers
of top soil and hydro-seeding which

involves an encapsulated seed/water
composition. In addition, a walking
path with benches and a first round of
landscaping will be added. The plan envisions a clean, lush “great lawn” suitable
for family picnics, ball or Frisbee toss.
The next phases of the plan, most
probably in three or four more segments,
include a gazebo and landscaped garden
nearest to the Bronx River Parkway exit
as well as a fitness trail, a terraced hillside
with seating perhaps for music and a
community garden as additional amenities.
The Maltby area is one of the gateways to Bronxville due to its proximity
to major highway exits and its improvement will be seen by visitors and residents alike.
The benefit of the architecturally
designed “phase in” plan is the ability to
add amenities, large and small, without
having to remove or re-design a previ-

time, swings and slides were installed,
at another time a baseball diamond
and backstop were added for team play.
However, the dimensions of the prop-

Continued on page 14
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erty do not even meet current practice
field standards and even our very young
softball players were hitting balls onto
Paxton Avenue.

The current beautification of
Maltby Field offers the Trustees and I
a long overdue opportunity to publically thank the members of the Village
Cabin/Maltby Field Committee so

ably chaired by former Mayor Sheila
Stein and members including Eloise
Morgan, Ann Parks, Dorothy Brennan,
James Kroulas, Tim McGrath, Kelly
O’Connell, Sugar Genereaux, Marjorie

MacAllister, David Harris, Ed O’Toole,
Randy Mayer, Peg Connors and John
Stephens.
This Committee provided Village
government with a vision and an impetus
to act to keep Maltby Field forever pristine park land and enhance the beauty of

the Village’s historic West Side.

Mary C. Marvin is the mayor of the Village of Bronxville, New York. If you have
a suggestion or comment, consider directing your perspective by directing email to
mayor@vobny.com.

LEGAL RIGHTS

Yonkers NAACP Panel Discussion

4th Amendment Guarantee of Freedom from Unreasonable Searches and Seizures and “Stop & Frisk”
By EVAN INLAW, Esq.
The meeting of March
20, 2013, at the Nepperhan Community Center
was called to order on
time at 7pm, and the
NAACP conducted its meeting as they
do on any other occasion. The audience
started out with light attendance of 10-15
people; but before the night was over, there
were more than 30 people in the room.
At 7:30 the special program relating
to Stop and Frisk law here in NY began.
Background
The law relating to police “stop and
frisks” has become the issue of the day
due to three class action lawsuits pending in NYC.
There are three class action suits going on in NYC:
Floyd v. the City of NY
Ligon v. the City of NY
Davis v. the City of NY
The Davis case seeks damages for
police conduct, excessively stopping and
frisking people (with no reasonable basis) going in and coming out of housing
projects.
The Ligon case seeks damages for
illegal police conduct in excessively stopping and frisking people coming in and
out of certain buildings. In NYC (and in
Yonkers) a building owner can register
his/her building with the local police department which will cause the police to
give special attention to criminal activity
that might be going on in the building.
In NYC they call this registration process the “Trespass Affidavit Program”
and “Operation Clean Halls”. In January of 2013, the Federal Court ordered
a temporary halt to NYC’s Trespass Af-

fidavit Program.
In the Floyd case, the plaintiffs are
seeking damages for an alleged systemic,
citywide illegal conduct by the police –
who are reportedly stopping and frisking people based upon race. The trial on
this case began March 19, 2013, and is
expected to last 6 weeks.
Brief Summary of the Law in New
York
The presentation started off with
Attorney Lawrence R. Sykes (NAACP
member and moderator for the evening), giving a brief overview of the law.
The 4th Amendment of the US
constitution, as interpreted by the US
Supreme Court in Terry v. Ohio and
codified in New York’s Criminal Procedure Law section 140 say that the police
can stop any individual they suspect is
committing a crime, has committed a
crime or is about to commit a crime; but
the police officer has to be able to state a
reason for their suspicion, and the reason
can’t be illegal (like I stopped you based
on race, or a hunch or simply because
you’re in a high crime area). The officer
also has a right to conduct a “pat down”
search by touching the outside of your
clothing if the officer reasonably suspects you might be carrying a weapon.
Legal vs. Illegal Stop and Frisk (examples)
So, if you’re walking down the street
in a high crime area; that by itself is not
enough reason for an officer to stop you
for questioning.
But, if the officer receives a radio call
describing a criminal suspect, and you fit
the description, that is a valid reason for
the officer to stop you for questioning.
Guest Speakers Made Presentations

Daniel E. Berger of the N.Y. Civil
Liberties Union (Westchester Branch,
White Plains, NY) spoke first. He talked mostly about statistics. How, there are
only a low number of minorities at the
rank of sergeant in the YPD, and how
there is only one Hispanic individual at
the rank of officer but no black lieutenants or captains. He highlighted the fact
that Yonkers still has racial inequities
which need to be addressed.
Evan Inlaw, Esq. local criminal
defense attorney spoke mostly about
the three class action lawsuits pending
in the Federal Courts of New York City
and explained how those cases could
potentially affect how the police conduct
stop and frisks here in Yonkers. He also
talked about the present state of the law
as is relates to stop and frisks – offering
practical advice for how people should
interact with Yonkers Police during
street encounters.
John George, Executive Assistant District Attorney in Westchester
County also made a presentation. He
spoke about what New York State law
specifically says about stop and frisks
(CPL 140) which essentially mirrors
Federal Law on the subject. He also
spoke about the Westchester County
District Attorney’s “Public Integrity
Bureau” which seeks to bring criminal actions against police officers who
commit crimes against the public. He
mentioned that one police officer was
successfully prosecuted just last year for
criminal activity. He urged the audience
to work with prosecutors to help build a
case against officers who break the law;
and, to be patient with the process.
Detective Captain Robert Itzla
spoke about his role as the head of the

detective’s division of the YPD. He discussed training police officers receive,
and he also explained how officers can
be and often are punished administratively – indicating that officers who act
improperly can be denied advancement/
promotion, and sent for retraining. He
also mentioned that YPD are required
to fill out a “field interview card” for each
stop and frisk; and further offered that in
2012 average 45% of individuals stopped
by the YPD were Black, 33% were Hispanic but only 16% were Caucasian.
The last presenter was Captain
Richard Doyle, head of internal affairs
for YPD. He emphasized that YPD
heavily recruits minority candidates; and,
that in the past cycle of new recruits, they
tripled the number of minority applicants. He also stressed that the internal
affairs department conducts thorough
investigations into every complaint; and,
that those investigations usually last 5-6
months. Most complaints result in a
finding that they can’t prove the complaint either way: whether it did happen
or didn’t. Then there are a small number
which are unfounded, and a small number which result in a finding against the
officer complained of. Captain Doyle
stressed that his department is open for
complaints Monday – Friday, 9am to
5pm on Radford Street.
Audience Participation
There were fiery speeches given by
people in attendance, complaining of
excessive force by YPD, and indicating
that YPD often engages in illegal stop
and frisks. One lady in attendance described how her nephew came to Yonkers only 2 months ago, but has already
been stopped by the police 5 times. One
man indicated how his son was arrested

OUTREACH

A Cup of Joe with Judy, Steve, and George
Saturday, April 6, 2013, is the date for
the next opportunity for residents to
meet with County Legislator Judy
Myers, State Assemblyman Steve Otis,
and State Senator George Latimer
over “a cup of Joe”. Two locations have

been established for residents to attend
on that date:
RYE - Ruby’s Oyster Bar (45 Purchase St., Rye) - 9:30 a.m. to 11 a.m.
MAMARONECK/LARCHMONT - The Nautilus Diner (1240

W. Boston Post Rd., Mamaroneck)
- 2 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Residents are invited to stop by
for a cup of coffee and conversation
on state and county issues - no appointment is required. Literature will

be available on state and county
programs and services. This continues the elected officials’ series of
outreach events that began in 2005.
For more information, contact Legislator Myers at 995-2802, Assemblyman Otis at 777-3832, or Senator
Latimer at 934-5250.

and beaten by the police for possessing
a small amount of marijuana. Another
lady in attendance described how Westchester County detention officers automatically assume that any prisoner who
comes to the jail injured must have been
arrested in Yonkers. Questions were
asked about how long internal affairs
investigations last; whether or not there
is a liaison between the police and the
general public; and several people in attendance expressed a need for a citizen’s
review board.
Conclusion
All in all, it was an informative process – and a positive interaction between
the community and law enforcement.
Personally, this writer feels that
Yonkers should be proactive and make
changes in the City’s stop and frisk
policy; the cases in the Federal Courts
in NYC suggest that “the handwriting
is on the wall”; and Yonkers now has
the opportunity to avoid the litigation
battles presently being fought in NYC.
It’s just a matter of time before Yonkers
will fall prey to the exact same fate.
A citizen’s review board concerning
police practices is a good start. Implementing a specific citywide prohibition
against illegal stop and frisks by the Yonkers Police is also a good idea. Also, the
city should consider conducting sting
operations to weed out officers suspected of using excessive force against
citizens of Yonkers.
Finally, it would be nice to see a
change/improvement on the statistics
relating to the racial demographics of
persons stopped by the police here in
the city of gracious living. 78% black &
Hispanic compared to only 16% white
is just about an open invitation for the
same litigation that’s going on in NYC
to happen right here in Yonkers.
Evan Inlaw, Esq. is a local criminal defense
attorney residing in Yonkers, NY.
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Reassessment: Westchester’s Daunting Challenge

Rye Town, said their revaluation was in
2006 and annual updates are completed.
The costs of revaluation did not encourage l00% inspection in one year so they
went to a six year cycle. In Yonkers, Tax
Assessor Mark Russell stated in l954
Yonkers did its last reassessment. While
80% of the properties were surveyed,
exemptions were made for seniors and
Continued on page 16

REASSESSMENT

By PEGGY GODFREY
Moderator
Sharon
Lindsay, president of
the Westchester County
League of Women Voters, on March 20, 2013,
at New Rochelle City Hall briefly introduced her organization’s interest in
reassessment. According to a League
of Women Voters position paper distributed before the forum / meeting, the
assertion was that as a result of not conducting county wide reassessment there
is a “wide diversity in assessments of
properties of equal value.” An equalization rate determined in Albany is used
to calculate the value of properties based
on when they were built.Their summary
paper claims, “Because Westchester has
been one of the worst in alleviating the
inequities, the county wide budget cost
now totals more than $12 million a year.”
Although New York State and Westchester County have tried to promote
revaluation, a proposal by the Westchester County Board of Legislators was
vetoed by Governor Pataki. Another
initiative for a reassessment plan by the
Westchester County Board of Legislators had been agreed upon by 72% of
Westchester municipalities. Since that
time a state grant of $50,000 was used by

the County Board of Legislators to survey assessments in the County. In 2011
the cost was estimated at $100 per parcel
or $25 million. However, as an example,
one municipality’s cost of revaluation
was just under $170 per parcel.
The County also took street-level
and aerial photographs to determine
any updating. In the final report of the
Westchester Collaborative Assessment
Commission in 2011 their final report
argued for mandatory revaluation every
four years. The League of Women Voters has supported “equitable tax systems”
and studied revaluation in Westchester.
As of now only one in 48 municipalities
expressed opposition. The Town of Rye,
Town of Pelham, Village of Scarsdale,
and Village of Bronxville have reassessed.
The political outcome of reassessment is “typically one-third have their
taxes go up, one-third stay the same
and one-third go down.” Certioraris are
a remedy that many property owners
have resorted to who feel they are over
assessed. To reassess on the County level
laws would have to be changed.
The first person introduced was
New Rochelle City Manager Chuck
Strome who made it clear that reassessment “was not on the radar screen” for

his community. He stated this was a “political decision” that was not particularly
popular in New Rochelle.
John Wolman, Regional Director
of New York’s Southern Region Office
of Real Property, clarified reassessment
was not looking at how much tax should
be raised, but rather that properties will
be assessed at a rate of “uniform value
which could be higher or lower than the
present rate property owners are paying.
“Fairness and equity” would be a byproduct of reassessment.
Following him, Chief of Staff
to County Executive Rob Astorino,
George Oros said there were a large
number of taxing jurisdictions in Westchester.This creates a daunting task with
a lot to assess. The County tax roll takes
the total tax roll amount, divides it up
among communities and sends the bill
to each jurisdiction that must collect the
taxes.
When Michelle Cassandra, Assessor of the Town of Pelham, spoke she
said the market crash of 1987 spurred
on their reassessment efforts, which the
Town Board agreed to in 1995. She was
followed by Harold Porr III, Bronxville
Assessor, who traced the previous reassessment in l967. Over time an assessment error of 20% was determined, with

outliers of some properties that were
assessed seven times too high and seven
times too low. Mayor Mary C. Marvin
immersed herself in the situation and
the revaluation occurred. He emphasized that Mayor Marvin was reelected.
Mitchell Markowitz, Assessor of

Diana O’Neill
Holistic Health Services
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Continued from page 15
veterans. With commercial property the
net income stream is used whether or
not an assessment takes place. He said,
“You pay a price when you don’t reassess property.” He emphasized the assessments do not “create market values.
What was sold” does.
The last speaker was Edye McCarthy, Greenburgh Town Assessor,
who discussed the problem of escalating
grievances and outdated assessments.
The residential tax assessments have ris-

en from 40% of the tax roll to 60%.Total
commercial property taxes have fallen.
She noted that upon Yonkers Mayor
Mike Spano’s initiative to move ahead,
it became evident to do something and
ten communities joined Mayor Spano’s
effort. Vendors were sought to revaluate
and a decision must be made by October
31, 2013, by Greenburgh’s administration on whether to proceed. Ms. McCarthy feels the pain and knows that
they aretreading over politically “unknown waters together.”

Questions from the audience were
directed at the possibility of county or
state mandated reassessments. Mr. Oros
answered that the State puts mandates
on counties but gives no funding.
The Mayor of Scarsdale, Mary
Levitt, discussed the reassessment experience of her community. It was expensive but her residents wanted to have it
done. She wanted to know the best way
to educate residents so there is not so
much misinformation about what reassessment is. She emphasized it was “clear
in Scarsdale that reassessment did not
increase the tax levy.” As answer from

Mayor Cassandra of Pelham was that
more information was placed on notices,
and “over time,” people got it.
Mr. Wolman brought up the
Homestead Act which he called a “tax
option.” This can occur when a community reassesses and the residential
property assumes a higher percent of
the other assessment categories such as
commercial or industrial. The residential rate can be lowered, and the other
categories raised. The municipality can
revoke this Homestead tax option at any
time.
Tim Idoni, Westchester County

Clerk, addressed the group, explaining his
efforts as Chair of the Westchester Municipal Officers Association Revaluation
Committee to rectify tax inequities, but
the bills failed in the State Legislature. He
added these words,“If everybody feels the
pain, everybody gets the gain.”
The meeting conceivably could be
summed up with the comment by Mark
Russell, “Property taxes are the only ones
that can be challenged, and they should
be challenged.”

until election year in 2014 – for filers
with at least one child under age 18
and with household incomes between
$40,000 and $300,000.
The minimum wage will rise from
the present $7.25 to $9 per hour by January 2016, not necessarily an immediate
trumpet for the working poor, but just in
time for presidential politics.
Senate co-leader Dean Skelos,
a Nassau County Republican, said a
slowly improving economy and tax
breaks to help businesses cover the costs
of a minimum-wage hike led his GOP
Senate to drop its long-held opposition
to the wage increase.
The deal gives tax deductions for
employers with teenage workers covered
by the hike and will not apply to workers
who make tips.
Most of the tax breaks won’t happen until the 2014 fiscal year, when Gov.
Andrew M. Cuomo and lawmakers are
up for re-election.
We have seen no reaction from our
very own Yonkers State Senator Andrea
Stewart-Cousins, the Democrat Leader.

Cuts to the Office for People with
Developmental Disabilities are likely to
go through in the final budget agreement,
with about $30 million being restored to
the initial $120 million decrease.
The money was cut from OPWDD’s budget in order to cover costs
after a $500 million hole was blown in
the state budget over a dispute with the
federal government over Medicaid overbilling, reported “Capital Tonight”.
Some lawmakers were hopeful earlier this week that a $598.7 million competitive federal grant won by New York
over the weekend from the Centers for
Medicaid Services could help restore
some of those cuts.
However, a Cuomo aide said that’s
not the case.
More on the budget will be in next
week’s edition.
No fracking, but Fallon tax credit:
A provision is contemplated to help
NBC move “The Tonight Show” back
to New York. It’s no laughing matter.
The provision would make state
tax credits available for the producers of

“a talk or variety program that filmed at
least five seasons outside the state prior
to its first relocated season in New York,”
budget documents show.
In addition, the episodes “must be
filmed before a studio audience” of at
least 200 people. And the program must
have an annual production budget of at
least $30 million or incur at least $10
million a year in capital expenses.
Rumors around the capitol are that
NBC is preparing to replace host Jay
Leno with Jimmy Fallon and move the
late-night TV shows back to New York,
from which it departed in 1972.
Said one Cuomo aide, “This is simply part of our ongoing effort to attract
more entertainment to the state and
more economic activity.”
NBC is building Fallon a new studio at 30 Rockefeller Plaza, too — but
it has not announced that it will relocate
“The Tonight Show” from California.

We even know how these pathetic
manipulators managed this grotesque
trick. The main device is, of course,
single-member Congressional Representative districts which can be drawn
with boundaries that make a horrible
joke of representative government. Gerrymandering of district lines offers the
‘wonderful’ potential magic of making
a pathetic minority into a magnificent
majority of Representatives. Of course
an elaborate variety of voter suppression
devices also helped.
As many readers will recall, former
New York Mayor Ed Koch in these
pages and in his vigorous last political
effort sought to tone down some Gerrymandering. As described in earlier
columns, I argued that the truly effec-

tive change would be to use the Choice
Ballot system at-large for regions. This
system was used with excellent success
by former Mayor Fiorello LaGuardia
for ten years until big-money found they
could not hope to manipulate that system to their advantage.
One specific current example of
misguided governmental error is in the
insistence on opposing the beliefs and
practices of many others by using contrasting religious beliefs and laws forbidding and criminalizing family planning,
any or all abortions, and gender-defined
marriage laws. It is hard to avoid calling
this a Sharia law approach, a religious
demand that we find odious when we
hear of it in other lands.
I hold no brief for homosexuality.

For those of us living as heterosexuals, it
seems unfortunate and sad for the loss
of all those related benefits we value. I
have even experienced various real unpleasantness in the attitudes of some
such folks, perhaps out of their fears and
discrimination they experience, historically much like other poorly treated minority groups. My wife also experienced
seriously destructive behavior among
some such in an unusually successful
alcohol and drug halfway house she led
for many years. She explains that such
troubles were very much related to the
addictive personalities of those involved
in that program.
As for marriage controls, no reli-

Peggy Godfrey resides in New Rochelle. She
was a long time local educator.
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Waiting for an Official Budget
By CARLOS GONZALEZ
Most budget bills will
not be ready until Monday, March 25, 2013, according to sources close
to negotiations and bill

drafters.
The Public Protection, General
Government, and Transportation and
Economic Development bill, in addition
to the Legislature and Judiciary appropriations were ready to be voted on by
Saturday, March 23, 2013.
A Capital Appropriations budget
bill could be ready for lawmakers to consider on Sunday, March 24, 2013.
The remaining bills dealing with
major portions of the state’s $143 billion
spending plan are family assistance, aid
to localities, state operations and health,
and education. Those bills won’t be able
to be voted on until Monday, March 25,

2013, at the earliest.
State lawmakers have already approved the debt service budget bill.
The Democrat-led Assembly is not
due back to consider bills until Sunday.
The Assembly remains tight-lipped on
any information at this time.
The coalition-controlled Senate,
meanwhile, is tentatively scheduled to
return Saturday, with conference being
held at around 3 p.m. The conference
would interfere in the middle of the Somos Conference being held in Albany
this weekend, a conference which has
this year received far less influence over
the budget process than in prior years.
Gov. Andrew Cuomo has said he
does not plan to issue a message of necessity to waive the required three-day
aging process for budget bills.
Some details are already well established in the budget, such as a $350-perhousehold rebate check – not available

OP EDSection
Reality Contact?
Not a Republican Skill
By BOB K. BOGEN
Truly amazing! Even after decades of experience,
it is a continuing learning experience for us to
adjust to the inability of a
large group of political leaders to have a
modicum of contact with reality, or perchance to have some decent respect for
a truly representative government. We
have also heard that many still seem to
believe the earth is flat, etcetera, etcetera.
But surely someone has told them
they lost the major national election just

a few months ago. I know, I know, they
still hold onto the delusion that they
may have lost the presidential election
and failed to win control of the Senate,
but by God, they seem to believe they
won a majority of citizen votes to keep
control of the House.
Most of us still remember that last
November they failed to come close to
winning a majority of election votes, in
fact, more than a million votes short of
the total needed for a majority of the
popular vote. Most of us call that a theft
of representative government, disgracing our nation before all those nations
around the world that like to believe the
United States is still a model, or at least
a beacon of hope for the possibility of
citizen controlled democracy.

Carlos Gonzalez pens The Albany Correspondent column. Direct comments and
inquiry to carlgonz1@gmail.com.
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Reality Contact?
Continued from page 16

gious group is required to conduct
such a ceremony between those they
do not wish to sanctify. Even such
views and positions are changing
over recent decades, as I have seen
in my own Quaker meetings. Some
readers may have seen recent news
that a pastor in another sect known
to object to same-sex marriage has
announced his unwillingness to perform any marriage until same-sex
marriages are permitted.
In any event, it should be clear
and simple that no religious grouping has a right to object to governmental definition and recognition of
any-gender marriage. Once again,
such an objection and demand for
related governmental laws suggests
the Sharia error of demanding others
follow religious beliefs and practices
of another religious belief system.
Our Constitution, with its specific
religious freedom provision in the
Bill of Rights, requires no less.
The nonsense of Civil Unions
was just an out-of-date attempt to
mollify those who want to demand
government enforce one group’s religious beliefs on others with different
beliefs. Most of us had earlier accepted the traditional limited definition

of marriage licenses, but it was always
an unconstitutional confusion of religion and government, the Sharia
error. Some of us accepted the Civil
Union concept as a helpful small
step forward from church and state
confusion errors. But it always arbitrarily excluded those involved from
a variety of governmental and related
services and benefits.
One other current governmental hubbub persists on gun control.
Despite growing public demands
for substantial action, particularly
after the recent massacre of young
children near us in Connecticut, not
to mention the thousands killed by
guns since then, or the dozens of other mass murders in recent years. The
current news that even the Democratic Majority in the Senate cannot
even consider any bill controlling sale
of assault weapons is troubling, irrational, tragic, grotesque, outrageous,
infuriating… intolerable.
It may be that some minimal,
substitute bill with one or two relevant provisions can pass even over
the outrageously corrupted filibuster
hijacking of governmental process in
the Senate and the Gerrymandered
theft of our House of Representatives. The plan of a single bill, with
the least objections from the gun
sellers lobby seems a pathetic strategy.
As a much better strategy, it

should surely be possible to vote up
or down on each of all the provisions Obama and sensible folks have
developed. Then we would know
where each representative stands, and
we could collect the adequate quantity of tar and feathers, in one form
or another, to go around in the next
election or earlier.
Still, we should know that if
much, or even all, of these controls
on sales were adopted, gun deaths
and mass murders would continue.
We are told 3,000,000 assault weapons have already been sold, as well
as one hundred times more other
firearms. Assault guns, as described
in an earlier article, have no, nada,
legitimate civilian use other than
mounting on collectors’ walls or for
those with fantasies of conducting
a revolution. Some say civilian possession should be illegal and perhaps
reduced through major expansion in
buy-back projects. Otherwise we will
all be complicit in the further mass
murders that will surely continue as
they have in recent decades.
Bob K. Bogen served as comprehensive
long-range facilities planning director
for the New York Metropolitan Regional Planning Commission; as a major United Nations official in Pakistan;
and Principal Representative of Architects/ Designers/ Planners for Social Responsibility to the United Nations.
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OP-ED

Guns: For Law Abiding Citizens
By TODD HANNON
After reading both
of Mr. Bogen’s op-ed
pieces on gun control
and feeling that writings
were missing several key
ideas, I felt compelled to respond. As a
law abiding citizen and gun owner, I
can speak frankly when I say that based
on his last two articles in The Westchester Guardian there is very little that Mr.
Bogen and I agree upon when it comes
to firearms in the country.
Yes, what happened at Sandy
Hook Elementary in Newtown, Connecticut, on December 14th 2012 was
a tragedy of epic proportions, but it is
one that could have been avoided. Mr.
Bogen would like his readers to believe
that the Republicans are to blame for
these senseless mass murders, but I assure you, it is impossible to point the
finger to just one party. In the 1990’s
the federal government passed by
unanimous consent what is known as
the Gun Free School Zone Act, however in April of 1995 the act was struck
down as unconstitutional in the case of
United States v. Lopez, on the grounds
that it interfered with the commerce
clause of the Constitution. The bill was

reintroduced later that year with slightly altered language as to not interfere
with the commerce clause, and with
the support of Republicans and Democrats alike; it passed again. That bill was
intended to keep our children safe but
has been proven to do just the opposite,
as evident by the one thing the majority of mass shootings in the United
States have in common, gun free zones.
Another common denominator is the
mental health of the shooters, and that
they were largely being treated with
various forms of medication prior to
their assault. It is impossible to blame
just one person, party or thing for these
occurrences, when in reality there are
a whole slew of variables that lead to
these tragedies.
However, I do know that lawabiding citizens are not to blame for
these events, yet they are the ones who
are being penalized. It seems that legislators are hoping that eliminating
law-abiding citizen’s ability to legally
own a firearm will somehow have a
trickle down affect and limit criminals’
ability to possess them as well. We have
seen time and time again that laws do
not stop criminals or convicted felons
from obtaining illegal firearms, all this

Leadership and the Law
By BOB MARRONE
It is hard not to like the
biography of Assemblyman Dr. Steve Katz, the
Republican Tea Party
favorite from up-county.
His is a classic story of

NINJA BEAM LLC Authority filed with
Secy. of State of NY (SSNY) on 2/25/13.
Office location: Westchester Co. LLC
formed in Delaware (DE) on 2/21/13
SSNY designated as agent of LLC upon
whom process against it may be served.
SSNY shall mail process to The LLC Attn:
Michael Tener 166 Pearsall DR 5A MT
Vernon, NY 10552. DE address of LLC:
3500 S DuPont Hwy Dover, DE 19901.
Arts. Of Org. filed with DE Secy. of State,
PO Box 898 Dover, DE 19903. Purpose:
any lawful activity.
D.S. TOOL, FLAGS & FLAGPOLES LLC
Articles of Org. filed NY Sec. of State
(SSNY) 2/26/13. Office in Westchester
Co. SSNY design. Agent of LLC upon
whom process may be served. SSNY
shall mail copy of process to The LLC 4
Vernon Lane Elmsford, NY 10523. Purpose: Any lawful activity.

the self-made American man. A local boy from Long Island heads off to
Cornell, then to the University of Pennsylvania graduate school to study veterinary medicine. Along the way he puts
in time with the World Wildlife Fund,
and rescues a man from a Python attack;

idea serves to do is leave those who
act within the law defenseless against
their aggressors. Laws which restrict
magazine capacity to that which are
not manufactured is a blatantly obvious back door approach at banning
the weapons themselves. How is one
to posses any legal firearm with no
more than a seven round magazine if
firearms are not made with 7 round
magazines? Although not overnight,
the New York SAFE Act turns average
Americans into criminals with the flick
of a pen.
Why is it that the children of our
most powerful politicians and the richest people in the world have armed
guards in their schools, but we don’t
have them in public schools? Are we
too afraid to explain to public school
children the realities and dangers they
may face? I don’t quite understand that.
But it reminds me of a quote from
Frederic Bastiat, “If the natural tendencies of mankind are so bad that it is not
safe to permit people to be free, how is
it that the tendencies of these organizers are always good? Do the legislators
and their appointed agents also belong
to the human race? Or do they believe
that they themselves are made of finer
these before moving to Westchester and
building a very successful animal hospital and associated practice. I mean, how
can you not like a guy who loves animals,
is a true hero and provides for a wonderful family through his hard work?
Politically, while I am not crazy
about the Tea Party moniker, he seems
to stand for the kind of fiscal responsibility and individual accountability that
were once the cornerstones of conserva-

LE G A L A D S

Notice of Formation of LLC: Name:
THRIFTY MEASURES LLC. Article of Org.
filed with NY Sec. of State 02/14/2013. Office location: Westchester County. The
New York Secretary of State shall be
designated as agent of LLC upon whom
process against it may be served. Sec. of
State shall mail a copy of process to the
registered agent, United States Corporation Agents Inc., 7014 13th Avenue, Suite
202, Brooklyn, NY 11228 Purpose: Any
lawful activity.
Notice of Formation of Wibblerz,
LLC. Arts. of Org. filed with SSNY on
12/18/12. Office location: Westchester County. SSNY designated as agent
of LLC upon whom process may be
served. SSNY shall mail process to 56
Sagamore #4D, Bronxville, NY, 10708
Purpose: any lawful act or activity.

Notice of Formation of 361 Warburton
Ave LLC. Arts. of Org. filed with Secy.
of State of NY (SSNY) on 3/13/13.Office
location: Westchester County. SSNY
designated as agent of LLC upon whom
process against it may be served. SSNY
shall mail process to the LLC, c/o Arnold Perez, 520 Van Cortlandt Park Ave,
Yonkers, NY 10705. Purpose: Any lawful
activity.
MEYZEN FAMILY REALTY ASSOCIATES,
LLC Articles of Org. filed NY Sec. of State
(SSNY) 12/18/02. Office in Westchester
Co. SSNY design. Agent of LLC upon
whom process may be served. SSNY
shall mail copy of process to The LLC
46 Bedford-Banksville Road Bedford,
NY 10506. Purpose: Any lawful activity..

clay than the rest of mankind?”
Hypothetically, you’re at home
sleeping one night with your children
in the next room. You hear what sounds
like someone breaking in, so you get up
out of bed to go check and discover
an intruder. Should you fire off two
shots in the air from your double barrel shot gun as Joe Biden suggests, or
take the advice of the Department of
Homeland Security and grab a pair of
scissors? Not the first one, because then
you’d have no ammo. And definitely
not the second one because for all you
know, they could be armed. When it
comes to the safety of my family, I refuse to rely on the fact that my landline
will be connected, or that my cell phone
is charged, or that the police response is
time quick enough to save us. I prefer to
rely on a loaded firearm, and God forbid there are multiple intruders, I prefer
to have more than just 7 rounds.
It is quite interesting that some
assume that the second amendment
was written for hobbyists, and revolutionaries, or that anyone who believes
in it must be a member of a militia
movement. Let’s be clear, the second
amendment protects the first, and the
fourth, as well as all the rest. Absolute
power corrupts absolutely, and the fable
of American exceptionalism is growing
old. The path to tyranny is paved with
good intentions, but good intentions

don’t always have a positive outcome.
I would like to remind everyone,
that there is no such thing as a good
war; every war is a bad war. Hitler was
elected democratically by a country
with a basically functional democratic
constitution, yet we were intended to
be a fully functioning constitutional
republic. Are we happy being mediocre, or do we live in a country today
where dissention is no longer the greatest form of patriotism, but instead the
cause of ridicule? A firearm is nothing
more than a tool; they kill no more
than a pencil misspells words. There are
those who seem to believe the solution
to poor spelling would be to eliminate
pencils, rather than the obvious solution; education. When is the last time
that a politician stood up on Capitol
Hill under the banner of the second
amendment to argue for bazookas,
rockets or tanks? Never, but I can tell
you, it would be great if the government
could keep them away from us citizens,
and terrorists. As well as stop confusing
the two.

tive philosophy. Indeed, these are ideals
that centrists and even many liberals can
aspire. He is also a strong supporter of
the Second Amendment; which leads
us to the point.
First, I too believe in an individual’s
right to own a gun for the protection of
his or her family. Like most sane people,
I endorse the notions that background
checks are essential, and that no weapons should be sold at gun shows without

those checks, and that… if it were possible… every gun should be registered
to its owner. I do not believe that the
government will come along one day
and take away registered weapons. I also
don’t think we need them to protect
us from the government the way we
did two hundred years ago. Last time I
checked they have tanks, planes, rockets, nukes and, well, you know. Again,
though, I am all for the Second Amendment and the right to bear arms. Should

Todd Hannon is a graduate of Manhattanville College with a double major in
History and Political Science, as well as a
certified paralegal. Along with entering the
workforce, he is currently pursuing a masters degree at Manhattanville in Leadership and Strategic Management.
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JONO ENTERPRISES LLC Articles of Org.
filed NY Sec. of State (SSNY) 3/7/13. Office in Westchester Co. SSNY design.
Agent of LLC upon whom process may
be served. SSNY shall mail copy of process to The LLC 1368 Park LN. Pelham NY
10803. Purpose: Any lawful activity.
NOTICE OF FORMATION of Sand Box
Tree, LLC. Article of Organization filed
with the Secretary of State of NY (SSNY)
on 02/04/13. Office location: Westchester County. SSNY has been designated
as agent upon whom process against it
may be served. SSNY shall mail process
to the LLC, 1 Sadore Ln 6P, Yonkers, NY
10710. Purpose: Any lawful activity.
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Leadership and the Law
Continued from page 18

they be so-called assault-weapons of
the kind that can kill large number of
people in a few minutes? Probably not!
Should they be automatic pistols that
are equally as deadly at killing large
numbers in an instant? Again, probably not!
Probably is the operative word
here. There will still be shootings in
America for a long time, senseless, sick
shootings. It is a part of our culture as
much as hot dogs and apple pie. We
need to ask ourselves why it is that men
who go berserk choose to kill people
when their demons require the amelioration and palliation of their egos.
Why not just kill themselves or throw
cell phones at handball walls? It is like
the stinging scorpion once said to the
turtle who was carrying him across the
stream. Dooming both, it is in our nature.
What we can hope to do is mitigate. Keep the guns out of the hands off
those most likely to commit crimes or
channel their inner Seal Team Six. Another way, as the discussions in Albany
and elsewhere have noted, is to limit
the damage automatic weapons can do
by limiting the number of bullets in a

clip. This brings us home to Assemblyman Dr. Katz, and his participation in
the rally at the state Capital, to oppose
Governor Andrew Cuomo’s new gun
control law. Among the provisions of
the law is the banning of assault weapons in New York (those that own them
now can keep them, but they must
be registered) and the limiting of clip
rounds to seven. It also calls for the requisite background checks.
I have no quarrel with anyone’s
right to protest the new law. But reports of the rhetoric among some of the
demonstrators were reminiscent of early Tea Party gatherings in which some
protestors seemed hateful and utterly
ignorant of the law and how the constitution really works. Bill Hammond of
the Daily News reported about some of
the signs that were displayed. One read,
“When tyranny becomes law, resistance becomes duty.” Below that, a picture of an assault rifle with the slogan,
“Come and take it.” Another showed a
picture of an assault rifle imposed over
a confederate flag.The talk of some, was
of government overthrow.
Assemblyman Dr. Katz is quoted
as having said some disturbing things.
Katz, who has a gun at home to defend
his family said, “You can bet that before
I leave home to do the people’s work

there will be more than seven rounds
in the magazine of my gun.” Here we
have a sworn-in state legislator vowing
to break the law. It turns out that pressure from Republicans will likely compel the governor to compromise on the
number of rounds and move it up to
ten. But the real issue here is the role of
Assemblyman Katz in vowing to break
a duly constituted law. Moreover, his responsibilities as a leader, it would seem,
require him to follow the law, no matter
how much he disagrees with it.
Katz is entitled to fight the new
law tooth and nail, and his support of
his constituents is altogether appropriate. But as an elected official whose job
it is to make and uphold the law, he
does a disservice to himself, his wellearned reputation and the citizens of
New York State by declaring his intention to break it.
Meanwhile, Assemblyman Dr.
Katz has other alleged lawlessness
for which to answer. Katz, who was
stopped for reportedly driving 80 miles
an hour in a 65 mile an hour zone (no
sin there) on his way to Albany, was
busted for pot possession. According
to reports in the New York Post, the
legislator was “cooperative and handed
the trooper the bag of marijuana,” after
the officer questioned the telltale scent.
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